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Acted On Licenses

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

PROCLAMATION

Fifteen operators licenses were
restored conditionally, and 11 li
censes were suspended at hearings
held by Secretary cf State Freder
ick Rcbie in Augusta Municipal
Court Room Thursday.
Cf the 22 petitions for restoration
of licenses heard. Secretary Robie
lsrued conditional licenses to 15,
denied three, continued three
others, and dismissed one.
Hearing 23 contplaints, he In
definitely suspended six licenses,
suspended three for short periods,
suspended two until insurance was
filed, added conditions to four li
censes, took no action on three
others pending appeal on the driv
ing charges that resulted in the,
complaint, and continued Jive j
others.
The cases included the following: |
Butler. Herbert C., Warren, |
Maine.—Petition for RestorationOperating while intoxicated—Re
voked Sept. 18. 1937. Conditional
license when he files Insurance.
Clark, Ross. Washington and Au
gusta, Maine—Petition for Restora
tion—Operating While Intoxicated
—Revoked Oct 8. 1M7. Conditional
license when he flies insurance.
Klrsis. Robert J, Rockland Maine
—Hearing on complaint—Reckless
driving. Indefinitely suspended.
Scott, Melrose P.. Waldoboro,
Maine—Petition for Restoration—
Operating while Intoxicated—Re
voked April 23 1930 and Nov. 5. 1936
Conditional license when he flies
insurance and passes examination.
Snaw, James J, Jr.. Searsmont
Maine—Petition for RestorationOperating with inadequate brakes
and improperly registered — In
definite suspension March 21. 1940
License reinstated with condition
attached.
Witham, Forest E., Union. Maine.
—Hearing on Complaint—Operat
ing an unregistered motor vehicle.
Indefinitely suspended

Everybody likes to talk about the
weather. That will be Supt. Oeorge
J. Cumming's topic at the Lions
meeting tomorrow. He keeps offi
cial records of atmospheric tan
trums.

worthy of the commendation and
support of everyone.
These
blossoms, emblems of the su
preme sacrifice of our brave boys
on the field of battle, have also
an added significance, as they
represent the handiwork of dis
abled veterans in government
hospitals throughout the coun
try. Each Buddy Poppy, in its
making, helps the handicapped
veteran to help himself. To do
all we can to help the sale of the
Buddy Poppies is the slightest
and easiest gesture we can make
to show the men who offered to
their country their lives and fu
ture welfare that we are still
mindful of their sacrifice and
obligation.
Edward R. Veazie
Mayor.

Flag Week Notes
Rockland’s Observance
Will Outdo That Seen
Here In Former Years
Honor The Flag

Symbol of Our Rights and Liberties
Uphold Its ldrals

Aims of thr Association Committees
• 1. Through patriotic education
and otherwise to spread among our
people a better understanding and
deeper appreciation of American
ideals and institutions.
2. To combat all forces and In
fluences, communistic and other,
which are hostile to these and In
stitution.
In Amereia
In America Communistic, Fascis
ts and Nazistic forces and influ
ences through propaganda, sabotage
and other subversive activities, are
leaving no stone unturned to dis
credit and destroy the American
system of government based on the
ideals and institutions embodied ln

LIMITED TIME

SPECIAL OFFER

AN $8.95 IRON AND
$5.95 IRONING TABLI

$Q95
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ONLY

Associate Editor, FRANK A. WINSLOW
Subscriptions $3.00 per year payable ln advance; single copies three
cents.

Advertising rates based upon circulation and very reasonable,
NEWSPAPER HISTORY

The Rockland Oazette was established in 1846. In 1874 the Courier
was established and consolidated with the Oazette ln 1882. The Free Press
was established in 1855 and ln 1801 changed its name to the Tribune. These
papers consolidated March 17,1897.
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WITH YOUR OLD IRON
Never before ha> this combination been
on the market. Don't mitt this opportun
ity to get this famous G-E "Dial th*
Fabric" Iron and the brand new All-Metal
Ironing Table. Both are featureful—both
are designed to give you greater case
and convenience in ironing.
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KEN MacKENZIE
BIG NEW RADIO AND STAGE SHOW
VAUDEVILLE FEATURING—
"PATCHES" THE WONDER DOC,
“BEVERLY" THE PRAIRIE SWEETHEART
PRAIRIE SODBUSTERS. PHIL "SNAKE HIPS" LIBBY
TAP DANCERS. SINGERS

ROCKLAND COMMUNITY BUILDING
THURSDAY, MAY 23
Admission—Evening, 8.15, 35c; Matinee, 4 o’clock, 10c
58-62

Dr. Oeorge Gallup, director of the American Institute of
Public Opinion, has been placing before the American voters
a hypothetical question: "If President Roosevelt runs for a
third term on the Democratic ticket against Thomas E. Dewey
on the Republican ticket, which one would you prefer?” The
reply, according to the published statistics Indicates that the
nation is in for the closest Presidential race It has had in
many years, Roosevelt having 52 percent and Dewey 48 per
cent. In other words, Roosevelt at this moment would poll
only 2 percent more than half and that is mighty fine
"flggering.” The same question was asked with reference to
Hull as a Democratic candidate, and Dewey as the Repub
lican standard bearer. And this was even closer, the Democrat
being credited with 51 percent and Dewey with 49 percent.
One thing must be taken under consideration and that
is the voter who has not signified his choice—a comparatively
small percentage of the total but one which might hold the
balance of power—whether Democratic or Republican.
Wlille it is an almost certainty that the convention will
stampede for Roosevelt and that he probably will accept, Dr.
Gallup ls going to have other trial heats matching such
Republicans as Wilkie, Bricker, Barton, Gannett, Martin and
others, with such outstanding Democrats as Senator Wheeler,
McNutt. Farley and Garner.
While the President is in the forefront (although by a
scant margin) the present survey does not take into account
the many thousands who would undoubtedly refuse to follow
him as a third-termer; neither does lt indicate how many
Republicans would vote for Roosevelt, still under the spell of
the much criticised New Deal.
Exciting political times are ahead beginning with the
Republican National Convention to be held next month ln
Philadelphia. Dewey bids fair to enter that convention well
out in front, but in all probability with not nearly enough
delegates to nominate him on the first ballot. The favorite
sons will eventually be erased and then will come the real
business of determining who the nominee will really be. The
outstanding dark horse, at this writing, is Wendell Wilkie,
concerning whom some sections of the country is Just beginning
to hear, but who it is said would go far toward healing the
differences which exist as to the other candidates. It may
yet be Wilkie; it may even be Herbert Hoover, for political
conventions are uncertain—the one which nominated the late
Warren O. Harding, for instance. Pome meteor may shoot
athwart the sky as William Jennings Bryan did after he made
his Immortal cross of gold and crown of thorns speech.
INDIANA SANDSTONE
It seems a bit ironical that Indiana sandstone was con
sidered for the new front of the Masonic Temple. The build
ing committee of course knows its limitations as to cost and
has its preference as to materials, but to those who know of
the fight which granite has made for existence, over a long
period of years, Indiana sandtone looms as a traditional
enemy. Were other things equal it ls a pity that our own
Knox County granite could not have been used, but we cer
tainly have no intention of attempting to dictate to or influ
ence those who have the task in hand Their own problems are
sufficiently momentous.

The best wishes of all Rockland citizens are this
week with the High School students who have gone
to the Nation's Capitol on tnelr annual pilgrimage. Primarily
an expedition for pleasure and recreation this trip is of neces
sity educational in its character. We can learn much ln our
own narrow environment, to be sure—and most of us are
dependent upon lt, but the real unfolding of one's ideas comes
with travel.
the Declaration of Independence and
the Constitution of the United
States—the Ideals and Institution
which constitute Americanism, and
which, in only a century and a half,
have made us a nation second to
none in greatness and Influence, fn
power and wealth.
It is requested by the United Flag
Association that June 9, the Sunday
before Flag Day, to be designated as
"Flag Sunday,” to preach a sermon
on "God and Country,” “Racial and
Religious Tolerance,” "National
Unity,” or some other appropriate
■ subject. In orthodox synagogues,
the sermons will be preached Saturj day. June 8.
Show Tour Colors

| Saturday, June 8, Flag buttons
I will be sold on our streets of Rock| land. Please wear during Flag
Week one of the Flag Buttons of
the United States Flag Association,
with the words "Honor The Flag—
Uphold Its Ideals."
To All Lodges. Clubs and
Patriotic Societies

ANNOUNCEMENT
Ensign Otis and Gilbert Harmon, Attor
neys, announce the formation of a Law
Partnership under the firm name of

OTIS & HARMON
Offices will be maintained in The First
National Bank Building, 41 7 Main St., Rock
land, Me., and in the Knox County Trust Co.

block, Camden, Me.
May 15, 1940.

The Black Cat

And Will Apparently Be Unopposed In the
Special Election June 3—Knox County
Solidly For Her

IT'S GOING TO BE CLOSE

Sunday, June 9

GENERAL

MRS. SMITH WINS EASILY

Volume 95.................. Number 58.

[EDITORIAL]

WILL DO THEM GOOD

$14.90 VALUE

COME IN NOW AND
BUY THIS COMBINATION

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
Editor, WM. O. FULLER

The Buddy Poppy sale of the
Veterans of Foreign wits is

Motor Car Drivers Hear
Verdicts From Secretary
Of State’s Office

THREE CENTS A COPY

Rockland, Maine, Tuesday, May 14, 1,940

If vou have a meeting during
Flag Week, lt Is requested by the
Committee that you have speakers
on Patriotic subjects, World-wide
strife and contention, controversy
and violence prevail today. Racial
and Intolerance is on the march.
Let us serve our Country by serv
ing our Flag.
Program For Flag Week
The Rockland Lodges of Elks are
making up a program for Flag
week. Do all you can to help in
these trying times. Have Flags
Flying in and outside of homes,
stores, and business places. Tlie
j expense of Flag week and success is
your support.

A small program

Red Cross Fund
War Relief Campaign I»
Starting—Knox County
Quota $3000

(By The Roving Reporter)

One of Lhe oldest of the old books
in Miss Hattie Vose Hall's collec
tion at Augusta is the Kavardin his
tory of Scandelberg, published in
1596. Another interesting Item is
Floras' history of 1660 printed In
Amsterdam. Her prize ls the Old
New England Primer, with board
covers, published between 1815 and
1830 It Ls a famous James Loring
edition, "sold wholesale and retail
] at hts Bookstore, No. 2. C-ithlll,
adorned with cuts" “A Correct Table
to bring Old Tenor Into Lawful
Money," published tn 1750, is an
other interesting item.

Margarrt Chase Smith, who will be thr next mrmber of Congress from
the Second District. Given a splendid vote of confidence.

HOW KNOX COUNTY VOTED
APPLETON'
CAMDEN
CUSHING
FRIENDSHIP
HOPE
NORTH HAVEN
OWL'S HEAD
ROCKLAND
ROCKPORT
SOUTH THOMASTON
ST. GEORGE
THOMASTON
UNION
VINALHAVEN ........
WARREN
WASHINGTON
MATINICUS
ISLE AU HAUT...................

BONNEY
0
..............................
2
0
0
...............................
1
..............................
1
0
16
5
0
0
..........................
2
.................
1
.............
0
0
0

29

In a Knox County town some
years ago there was a dwelling
Importations of Uve turkeys into
where the inmates feared to hold
tlie United States increased from
funeral services because lt was
58.000 pounds ln 1937 to 148360
thought the floor might cave ln.
liounds in 1938
Later lt was learned that there was
no cellar under it.
Who ls the oldest person in Rock
When City Clerk E. R Keene
land? By way of opening the de
bate we present the name of Wil read in Saturday's issue that there
liam P. Burpee of Park street, in wa a foot-scraper on the doorstep
of his former home in Appleton, he
his 94th year.
exploded with a violent oath.
"Ooshdamlt" said he, “we've got
Somebody has handed me a little
one at the house where I live now."
flyer headed "To Mt. Desert." the
And sure enough, there is one on
date not being given. The flyer
the front doorstep and one set into
reads thus:
the stone which serves as a stop at
"You are cordially invited to at
the back door. He knows particu
tend an Excursion under the aus
larly about the back doorstop be
pices of the Singlii Band, O. P. Mr
servey, Leader, in Gen. Tillson's cause he has tripped over lt so
new. commodious and speedy steam many times, and so has everybody
er "Hercules,’ ’ with the roomy else who calls there. And tho
other night Bob longed for a bootsloop "Island Belle,” Capt. Alien,
jack. because he was having a tar
attached, to Bar Harbor, touching
nation
hard time removing one of
at South West Harbor each way,
his rubbers.
giving all an opportunity to visit
the Russian .steamer Cimbria.
One year ago; The Community
P. 6. The Band tak^ this novel Bowling League concluded its sec
method in order to secure a good ond season with a turkey supper
and orderly company.
ln Temple hall. Albert McCarthy
Holders of Invitations will please was toastmaster.—Thomaston High
notice Bills for day and date.
was leading tlie Knox-Lincoln base
Yours,
ball league—Nine teams had en
The Sifighi Band (of 19 members)” tered the soft ball league. Dr.

SMITH
5
51
8
10
7
16
13
250
63
8
37
52
17
II
21
The hotel business is quite an
14
12 industry ln Itself. There are ap
proximately 16,000 hotels of over
■ _ 25 rooms ln the United States, con
595 taining 1,200,000 guest rooms. The
total value of hotel property Is
three bUllon dollars. ($3,000,000,000).
Hotels employ 325,000 persons.

ROCKLAND’S VOTE BY WARDS
WARD ONE ________________

BONNEY
S

SMITH
S3

2
4
4

Pl
72
34

WARD FIVE...................

I

22

WARD SIX .........

0

21
17

WARD TWO ...........
WARD THREE .........
WARD FOUR........................................................

Fishermen were busy at Lake
Auburn, but there was still Ice ln
the pond and we saw no bathers.
—Rockland Roving Reporter.
You bet you didn't, if you were
wise to municipal regulations. It's
more than cold water that keeps
them out. The folks drink the
stuff ln Lewiston and Auburn, and
lor some reason or other don't
fancy the popular use of Lake
Auburn for a bathtub or swimming
pool—Lewiston Journal.
Since when have they been fol
lowing rales ln Lewiston?

A Speaking Contest

James Kent, Francis D. Orne and
W. J. Sullivan being named com
missioners —Mrs. Emma Yates died
at tlie age of 89—The Meadow
Brook Riding Club organized with
O. E. Wishman as president —The
St. George reunion in Cambridge,
Mass, was attended by 143 persona.
John T. Matthews was toastmaster.

Uncle Sam’s Class

Sophomore Aspirants
Acquit Themselves With
Credit—The Winners

The Federal Vocal Class of Rock
land
will hold an open house meetThe Sophomore prize speaking
WARD SEVEN_____________
3
in May 22 at 7 30 p. m., at which
contest of Rockland High School
time tlie members will present an
The allotment of Knox County ls
250 was held last night In the auditor interesting and varied program.
16
$3,000 ln the national $10,000,000
ium, with John B. Storer. president This musical feature is a part of
of the Red Cross for war relief con Mrs. Margaret Chase Smith, 39- scoggln County prosecutor, ls un
of the class of 1942 presiding. The the general hospitality gesture of
tributions may be mailed or turned year-old widow of Representative opposed for the Democratic nomin- Judges were: Mrs. Elizabeth P. Wil- the adult groups of Federal Vollams, Rockport; Principal William H CUsscs throughout the nation.
in at The Courier-Oazette office
Clyde H. Smith (R) of Maine's Sec- ation in that primary.
Purpose of showing
and will be duly acknowledged. Sev-1 ond Congressional District won an I In seeklng nomination, Mrs. P. Thomas. Union High School and and U for
Principal Carlton P. Wood, Camden tlle public the methods and results
eral other repositories over the easy victory yesterday in her quest gmjth made it possible for voters of
being obtained.
county will be arranged for ln the for the Republican nomination for |j,e district to comply with a death- High School.
There will be no admission
immediate future.
the unexpired portion of her huswish of the veteran legislator The program follows:
charge. All persons who are inter
Selection by the R HS Orchestra
The purpose of this campaign Is band's term.
1 Smith, when he asked that if he Ashes of Bomw,
ested In adult education, particu
Constance D'Arcy Mackay
to raise a general war relief fund
Mrs. Smith's defeat of Frederick wag unable to enter the Impending
larly musical lines, are urged to at
Barbara Lamb
to meet emergency relief needs re P. Bonney. Augusta retired busi- campaign "they support the candl- The Soldier of the Empire.
Thomas Nelson Page tend and enjoy an evening of mel
sulting from conflict wherever lt nessman, was overwhelming and dacy of my wife and partner in pubWalter Butler
ody under the supervision of Direc
Thc Home Talent Rehearsal.
ufe
may develop. The funds received even in the Democratic primary i
J. L. Harbour tor Miss Lotte McLaughlin.
by the Red Cross will be applied where there was no candidate she
Vivian Falla
Not oniy had Mrs gmjth acted as
Afraid of the Dark.
wholly and exclusively to war re received a scattering of votes. The her husbands secretary in WashWilliam E Callahan
The A. H. Newbert Association
Harrison Dow
lief work and no part will be ap primary victory was tantamount to ington but for several years before,
Selection by the R HS Orchestra
will meet in Owls Head library Fri
plied toward the regular activities election.
Homer Oreene
during his service ln the Governor's Bobby Shafto.
day. Housekeepers are Mrs. Bertha
Dorothy Trask
Virtually complete unofficial re Council and other state offices, she The 8upreme Menace. Earl M Dunbar
and program of the Red Cross.
Borgerson. Mrs. Nellie Dow, Mrs.
Ernest
Dondis
The Red Cross Societies of all the turns, with only a few isolated small actively assisted him in his cam Mary Stuart.
Mary Ann Portertleld Vincie Clark and Mrs. Frances
Dorothy Peterson
countries thus far involved ln armed communities missing, gave Mrs. paigns. She served as a member
Morse. Members will take own
Selection by the RHS Orchestra
conflicts, except those of Germany. Smith, 7,413; Bonney, 681.
of the Republican State Committee Jimmy Jones Studies Geography,
dishes.
Alma
Prudence
Foss
Russia and Japan, have indicated So complete was Mrs. Smith's from 1930 to 1936 . Her early busi
Joseph Anastasio
that they will welcome assistance victory that Bonney carried only a ness experience was as a member of That We Might Be Saved.
Cora Jane Montgomery YOUR FAVORITE POEM
from the American and other Red few small places.
Nancy Howard
a weekly newspaper staff.
The
Button,
Robert Newman
Skowhegan,
Mrs.
Smith's
home
Cross Societies. The Red Cross So
H I had my life to live again
fa
Donald Fogg
would have made a rule to read 001
Selections by the R H S. Orchestra
cieties of Japan, Germany and Rus town gave her a vote of 864 to KENTS HILLERS
poetry and listen to some mualc
The girls who won first and sec least once a week. The loss of_____
sia have Indicated that they could Bonney's 30. Augusta went 520 to
The Knox Ac Lincoln Club is
tastes la a loss of happlneea—Chaiiaa
,
ond
places, respectively were Doro Darwin
take care of their own needs and 80 for her.
making plans for its get-together
Attractive Mrs. Smith, who would Friday night. We are in hopes to thy Trask and Vivian Falla. The
did not require our assistance.
EARTH CANONIZED
Therefore, the funds raised in this be the first Maine woman (to sit in have several from the ‘Hill” with boys were Donald Fogg and Walter This I* high saintliness. I know;
campaign will not be expended for Congress, voted at Skowhegan and us. A fine program with Dr. Leigh Butler. The prizes were awarded by To love earth's sacramental snow;
then made plans for return Tues in charge will be held at O.A.R. hall John Pomeroy, president of the Ki- To float face towards the sky and
the relief of these countries.
Clerestory of a sapphire lak*;
day to Washington where she acted at 8.30 d-s.t. Supper at 7 p. m. at wanis Club.
To cling all day to wave-wracked hull*
Hearing the antiphon of gull*;
book of ads and the sale of Flag as secretary to her husband for his Newbert's Restaurant. Keep Fri
nearly four years there.
To tell, amid green rocks and weeds.
buttons will go for expenses.
day night, May 17 open for the re
Decades of periwinkle bead*;
Both Bonney and Mrs. Smith union of old friends of Kent's Hill.
Mayor E. R. Veazie
Earth's saints are those who to the las*
with
three
others,
will
seek
the
Lincoln
County;
Bremen,
382;
in
General Chairman
We will be hoping to see you all
Cling to beauty's broken mut
G.O.P. full-term nomination in the and spend a pleasant evening talk 1930 it was 481.
Co-Chairman Austin Brewer
regular June primary. Edward J. ing over school days.
Beauchamp of Lewiston, Andro
Lizette Emery

1

Census Returns

Every-Other-Day
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■ lure of cotton, silk, wood, rayon
Bangor Sunday to visit another Vaughn Overman officiated, also TLVTS HALF AND HALF
conducting committal service at
It Is Interesting to know that a, und cclanesc or acetates. The
daughter for a month.
THRKK-TIMES-A-WEEM
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Clark came the grave. The floral tributes were new tint and dye bus been devel- manufacturer is also glad to anInterment oped to successfully handle all of; nounce that this product will tint
& £££
from Bar Harbor to spend the many and beautiful.
Brethren. If a man be over
was in Sea View Cemetery.
the acetate materials or any mix- or dye the new nylon material or
UDAO
CHAMPNKT
weekend
at
the
home
of
her
par

By the Pupils
taken in a fault, ye which are
ture of any materials. Tills new a mixture of nylon and the above
Correspondent
ents. Mr. and Mrs. Charles A. Cav Motherhood Revered
spiritual, restore such an one in
prodiict will tint or dye half rayon named materials. • Regardless of
Motiier
’
s
Day
was
effectively
ob

anaugh.
the spir’t of meekness; consider
and hfalf celanese as well as a mix- what the materials are made of the
recently Instead of holding regular I
Tel. 2320
MLss Elizabeth Duucctt is ill with served by both churches Sunday.
ing thyself, lest thou also be
— house-wife need not worry about
meeting. Eleven members went and
At the Methodist Church, Rev. F. ----- c—---------- - ---------------measles.
tempted.—Gal. 6: 1.
help Club in honor of the mothers testing or obtaining poor results.
Mr. Hanson, Scoutmaster, required
Miss Flora Wright of Camden
Ernest
Smith
used
as
sermon-sub

Mrs. Lina Joyce, Mrs. Christie
of the* giembers and one from Miss Many materials won't stand boiling,
each boy to demonsterate his skill spent three days recently at the
Whitney and Miss Hortens? Bolin- ject '“Boliold Thy 'Mother!" and Eleanor Griffith of Rockland, a especially the acetates, so this new
at firebuilding. After cooking and home of Mr. and Mrs. John H. An
special
music
was
furnished
by
the
dell attended the Rebekah District
former resident of the town and tint will do the work without the
eating supper out of doors, several drews. Richards hill. Ralph Rich
Association meeting Saturday in choir. Mothers were special guests member of tlie church, in memory necessity of the usual five to 20
games were played. After closing ards of Camden was a caller at the
and
occupied
seats
at
the
front
r»Waldoboro.
ceremonies, boys went home, hop Andrews home.
served for them. The young woml- of ha- mother. The bouquet was - minute boiling. At present the
So You’re Seeing New England,
Mrs. Frederick H. Sylvester has
ing that there will be many more
Charles A Cavanaugh returned
en of the church served as ushera also accompanied by a special cash ' new product will be sold in 12
returned to Wollaston, Mass., after
by Clara E. Laughlin. Publishers
j shades; old rose, yellow, bright
su h hikes this season—Ernest Har- gun£iay from a four day visit in
At the Baptist Church an im gift no the church.
a visit with her sister, Miss HorLittle, Brown and Company, Bos
It
-was
voted
to
send
greetings
green, olive green, sky blue, dark
rington
Augusta and Portland guest at the
pressive ceremony was conducted
tense Bohndell.
from the church to the oldest blue, navy blue, dark brown, henna,
ton.
latter place of his aunt. Mrs. Edith
by
Mrs
C.
V
Overman,
in
which
she
A special Mother's Day program
Class meetings were held this
“Think of this little book. I beg,
paid a high tribute to motherhood moth tr on the membership list, Mrs. ecru, purple and turkey red. It is
Hill.
was
featured at the meeting of Fred
week, at which time officers were
as an introduction to New England
Mis Lillian P-klns, who has
and then presented beautiful cor Nellie Sidelinger of Rochester, as easy to use as it is effective and
elected for next year: Juniors, presi- been with her daughter. Mrs Nellie A Norwood Woman's Relief Corps sage bouquets to these special Mich.
and as only tliat, says the author.’’
1 is fool-proof.
About 140 pupils from this school deRt
Moulalson; vice prcsi.
Friday night with Mrs. Cacilda
The book is for the traveler to make
Ballard lor several moigiis, went to
mothers:
to
Mrs.
Oeorge
Lane.
Mrs.
attended the State Music Festival dent, Elmer Havener; secretary.
Cain, Capt. Ernest Torrey. Mrs.
more extensive acquaintance, and
j in Waterville Saturday, traveling Ruth Seabury; treasurer. Gerry Nor; Emma Torrey, Mrs. Ellen Bohndell, A. T. Carroll and Mrs. Annie Gar
point to the historic joys and beau
Augusta recently. In the morning, Mrs. Sarah Prince, Mrs. Maud Da diner. the oldest mothers present;
ties of this land of pre-eminent
special bus, chaperoned by M.s (on; stU(lent
Doris Oatti
Quality that is Unsurpassed
general
and business sessions were vis, Mrs. Nellie Alexander and Mrs to Mrs. Hattie Rhodes, for having
culture,
George Wood and
Ha"s0" and and Donald Small. Sophomores:
tbe
largest
number
of
children
held.
During
the
afternoon
tlie
Carrie Gray participating. The
John storer; vlce presi.
It would take many volumes to in many private cars. Rockland
students participated in four dis- Corps voted" to iw'ita ‘the idlers of ' P"**"1 and ,0 Mrs' Ali<* *** and ,
I had five of the 108 units from 64
give a full directory.
William East,
dent.
secretary. cussion groups, the ideal Stu0[ Mils. Wilma Rhodes for being the 1
Maine schools. Oirls’ Glee Club di
all wars and auxiliaries. Sons of
This is a condensed guide book.
Betty Munro; treasurer. Lucille
Councn the Student Council
Boy youngest mothers present.
8he
rected by Mrs. Rogers, Boys’ Glee
Union Veterans, firemen,
* S Qu?d^t~V^. McCarty .'the
School Activities. Whole School
Uien
presented
to
each
mother
pres

Scouts, citizens and children to take
of the pilgrim homeland. A guide
and Myron Cummings.
Activities, and Club Activities. Over part in tlie Memorial Day exercises, ent a potted pansy plant.
Band and Orchestra directed by
book that gives full tips and new
S1»P- -was assisted in the cere- !
] 200 students from all over the state
Mr. Law. and the Drum and Bugle
Sixty Juniors and Seniors ie ‘ were present. Those representing and also to accompany them to the mony by Miss Arlene Tomlnski. Miss
vistas of delight in a journey Is a
worthy companion on any kind of a Corps led by James Hayes and yesterday by train for New I Rockland Student Council were Baptist Church May 26 tor tlie Lcoline Wilson and Miss Gladys
Memorial Day sermon. Anyone
Jaunt. Here we find information G€orge w<xxi. Jr.
j York, Philadelphia, and Washing-1
The pastor. Rev C 1
Perry Howard. Mary Lamb. John willing to donate the use of cars Quimby.
The
audition
for
the
Rockland
i
ton.
D.
C.
for
a
week's
trip.
The
about train and bus service, also
Storer. and Nancy Parker. Miss is asked to notify Mrs Torrey Rev. Vaughn Overman, used as the !
band
was
held
in
Haines
Theatre
in
J party consisted of Christy Adams,
plane and boat, best hctel and
Stahl accompanied the group.
C. V Overman and Rev. F. Ernest theme of his sermon "Mother.” Tlie
camping places, lakes and rivers and the forenoon. During the noon PatriclB AUen> Mary Anastaiin,
Smith will be the Memorial Cay beautiful floral decorations includ- ■
fishing
pools for enjoyment! hour the Rockland delegation Richard Barnard. u^ty B..ach,
The
moving
picture.
"100
Men
and
speakers and music will be fur ed a large bouquet from the Tryto- :
Borgerson Theriece Bragg.
Historic towns and distinguished marched in the parade with the
a
Oirl
’
’
starring
Deanna
Durbin,
nished by the Rockport School
citizens, best routes to follow and 5 000
and girls from a11 over Pnscilla Brazier. Arthur Brewer.
was shown Thursday afternoon Band There will also be exercises
what is best on each. Much is and the State. Auditions for both the Richard A. Brown, Richard S.
after school.
by the children under the director,
has to be very sketchy for Maine. Boys’ and Girls’ Glee Clubs were Brown. Oordon Burgess. Clarence
• • • •
held
at
the
Baptist
Church,
and
of Mrs. Torrey.
She gives a very curt paragraph to
Butler. Donald Cates. June Chatto.
The girls softball team played the
At the meeting of the Garden
beautiful old Thomaston and men fcr tlie Orchestra in the Univer- Robert Chisholm. Roger Conant.
Camden team at Camden Wednesday Club which will be held tonight at
tions Montpelier not at all except salist Church in the afternoon. Mary Cross. William Cummings.
afternoon, accompanied by Coach Simonton Community hall, two
to say “The house of General Henry The Drum and Bugle Corsp took Kendrick Dorman, Nathalie Ed
Knox. Washington's Secretary of part In tlie drills at Seaverns Field wards. Shirley Firth. Doris Gatti, Lawry, with a score of 16 to 1. in reels of pictures will be shown, one
favor of Camden. The lone run was movie and one still, witli CountyWar, has “cently been reconstruc in the afternoon.
Jeanette Oordon. Maynard Green.
made by Captain Arlene Hill.— Agent Ralph Wentworth as speak
Mrs.
Rogers
was
one
of
eight
on
ted, which It has not but a replica
Sylvia Hayes. Harold Heal. Perry
the executive committee, and Mrs.
Elizabeth Breene
er. This is a joint meeting with the
for a Memorial built.
Howard. George Huntley, Made
• • • •
Faith
Berry
was
one
of
the
Judges
Simonton Farm Bureau, both men
Rockland gets a little more pub
line Hurd. Malcolm Ingraham. EdThe Home Economics Club enter and women and the Rockport Farm
Rockland
licity io quote—"Beautifully situ j of the Glee clubs.
, win Jones. Karl Kalloch. Mary
ated on ihe west shore of Penob brought back several superior and Iamb. Ritchie Linnell, Elizabeth tained 25 mothers Friday night In Bureau and husbands are special
excellent
ratings
as
in
previous
Home Economic rooms as an ob- guests.
scot Bay with its many Llands,
I.urvey. Pearl Leonard. Perry Maryears.
The
parents,
teachers,
and
of “Mother's Day ’. This Thirty-five members of the
'
servanre
Rocklar.d has a fin? harbor which
gerson. Marguerite Mahoney. Irvins
.. . . ... _
interested
friends
who
accompanied
,,
_
,
'
..
,
program
directed
by Peggy Havener High School Glee Club motored to 1
Is the official trial course for Unit
McConchie. Douglas
McMahon
....
. ...
,
,
.was given: "Mothers Day Selec- Waterville Saturday to participate
ed States Battleships and she speaks the group spoke highly of the well- _
Danlel Munro. James Moulaison Bar- ,
j
in the Eastern and Western Maine
of Maxine Elliott and Lady FVirbcs coordinated plans of this all-day
*
'
'
. I tion," Virginia Foster; song
Robertson and Edna st Vincent competition and of the hospitality i„
. '' * ‘ phine
Buckminster;
piano
piano
solo, School Music Festival. They re
phlne
Robertson and Edna St. Vincent
' Nichols. Geraldine Norton, Ruth
Millay having been bom here." And which was shown throughout the Packard. Naomi Richards, Marilyn Dorothy Havener reading. Virginia ceived a satisfactory rating in the
city.
Haskell; song, Ruth Wotton; dance. contest, with Mrs. Esther Rogers.'
gives a fine compliment to our
Ramsdell. Naomi Rackliffe, Russell
Veronia Murphy; song. "Mother.” school supervisor of music as lead
lovely Samoset Hotel. Calls it one
Coach Bowden took the track Richardson. Linne Rivers. Jeanette | Club Girls. The guests were shown er and Mrs. Gladys Keller as ac
of tlie best known and most popu
I Saunders. Miles Sawyer, Martha ’
team
to Lewiston Thursday after
the equipment, and some of the companist.
lar hotels, on the whole Maine
Seavey, Douglas Small, Robert
Capt. and Mrs. Leland Mann of
noon
to
a
meet
held
on
Garcelon
I"
'?'*
*
‘
uwv
‘
M
WO
rk done, after which refreshOoast. Gives Camden a happy sendField with Bates Freshmen. Bruns- _m. ; ] da Spcar: Everet: Spear. menU <ere served _Pcggy Havener Camden were guests Sunday at the
off as she goes along the shore. In
Robert Stevens. Vernon Studley
home of Capt. and Mrs. E M
fact all the summer vacation land *ick High and Rockland High
Office boys last week have been Torrey.
competing. Bates Frosh collected Lucy Thompson. Grace Tuttle
is well covered
75 1-3 points. Rockland 29 1-3. and Charles "ped- Albert Winchenbach. Richard Hamlin Arnold Pernald,
Mr anti Mrs. John H Andrews'
Miss Laughlin gives 68 pages in
Brunswick 12 1-3. David Mazzeo Marie w inchenbaugh. Ruth Witham Charles Fernald. Franklin Call. were Sunday guests at the home of
this very useful and instructive
and Victoria Anastasio.
Biron Bray. William Rokes. Walter Mrs Mary Perry Rich. Glen Heights.
guide book to (Maine from the New placed second, and William Buck
Principal Blaisdell. Mr. Bowden, oUptiU, and Russell Kaler. HarVernon Kenney has employment
minster
third
in
the
mile
run;
Hampshire Coast line to the many
and Miss Stahl arc chaperoning tlie riet Wooster from the senior as clerk in the store of Rockport
delights of the Aroostook; our win James Economy was third in the group.
ANGLO
shorthand class, and Barbara Mur Ice Co.
ter sports as well as summer vaca 220-yard dash; John Storer was
• • • •
CORNED BEEF
Mrs
E
M
Lawrence
has
returned
tion land of beauty. Some things second in the 440-yard run; Maz I A team of nine men Journeyed to ray from the office practice class as
from
Florida
where
slip
has
been
sisted
Principal
Blaisdell.
zeo
won
the
880-yard
run.
time
2
she misses. She passes over lovely
{the University of Maine Wednesday
• • • •
spending the winter. Mr. and Mrs
DERBY
and historic Montpelier and what min. 9 2 sec. George Huntley tied afternoon to take on the Maine
The
first
shorthand
award offered Olenn Lawrence, who occupied her
Gen. Henry Knox meant to the for first plale in the high jump, Freshmen vs. a team of combined
early life of Maine with a line or height 5 feet 3 inches, and Elmer j high schools. The 5 1-3 points picked is the Writing Progress Pin given home in her absence, have returned '
for satisfactory writing of short- to Belfast.
two. She gives much guiding in- Small placed third. In the broad
up by Rockland were made by Spin- han(1 penmanship. Una CuccineUo.
Mr and Mrs Herbert S Ingra
formation on Trail numbers and jump. Huntley placed second, and
ney in the high hurdles. Small in Fannie Copeland, Shirley Firth, ham and family of Skowhegan were
tells of our 2200 lakes and ponds *n the pole vault Small placed seca tie tor second in the pole vault. Ruth Goldberg. Ebba Kalloch. guests Saturday of his parents, Mr.
SEIDNER’S SANDWICH SPREAD
2 ’a°4 29e
and more than 5000 rivers and love-j ond- In the discus throw. Huntley
and by Huntley's fine work in the joseph pjetroski, Freda Woodman. and Mrs. E E. Ingraham.
ly streams. She even says there wai third; in the javelin throw
Javelin. Gus scored a second in Theriece Bragg and Marion Rawley
VALLEY PICKLES ALL KINDS
2 !a°J I9e
Private funeral services were held
are persons who spend summers in Huntley won first place, distance
this event with a toss of 14V feet 10 have received this award. Students Saturday at the Russell funeral
Maine for the keen enjoyment of 129 feet 6 inches.
inches. All visiting athletes were Who have received these pins may- home for Mrs Winifred Richards,
STUFFED OLIVES
• • • «
2 JARS |9c
“Maine folks" as much as tlie
Troop 203 went on a hike to their served a fine dinner by the Univer try for the Membership Certificate who died Wednesday at Bangor
pleasures of the Maine climate and
MARASCHINO CHERRIES
2 5a°rI 19c
at Chickawaukic [Lake sity at the Spruce's Log Cabin. in the Order of Gregg Artiste, which following a lon^ illness. Rev. C.
scenery Best Hotels in New Eng camp
Some of the track men were pleased certifies a satisfactory practical
land. Best books to read. Old New
to sec an old friend and acquain- shorthand writing style. Margaret
SILVER SEAL VINEGAR
2 BOTS 25c
England houses open to the pub
tance
in
the
person
of
Sam
Sczak.
chapman.
Louise
Harden.
Beverlylic and then again falls down on
dv\vc a Newer/ one of the officials who is now fresh- Harmon. Jeanette Saunders. Louise
Montpelier, boys and girls camps,
POMPEIAN—Pw.
KELLOGG'S
man baseball coach at the Uni- ge.vey. Lucie Thompson. Edwin
S&fer
PT
cook books and parks. Fact is it’s
OLIVE
OIL
29c
CAN
Tyler, Evelyn Willis and Marie Wina meaty little volume convenient to
Ca*r
on-, u.u
,,
.. jehenbaugh have received this ccrpack and delightfully gotten up as
SPLENDID—Fancy
Troop 203 held its weekly meeting
j
. „
' „
* tlficate.— Lucie Thompson
all Little Brown publications are.
last Wednesday at 7 p. m. Games
....
STRING BEANS 2 CANS 23c
Excellent print, interesting and ar
ntos
and marching drill were carried on Junior High has played two bascresting
illustrations—a
really
out of doors. Patrol meetings then ball games last week, one at Thomworthwhile and worthy addition to
NO 8
followed. after which the boys as- aston Tuesday night, with ThomasASPARAGUS TIPS STOKELY
your library of travel Information.
CAN 29c
sembled for a business meeting. At ton winning 22 to 14. and one with
K. S. F.
PINT
this time, medallions and other tn- Rockport Thursday night, with
SEIDNER’S MARSHMALLOW SPREAD
JAR 17c
sigma were awarded. Robert Smith Rockland winning 23 to 13.—Char-
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HIGH SCHOOL NEWS

ROCKPORT

Book Review

SALADS
TEA

SANDWICH SPREADS

2can,|9c

RICE KRISPIES

2 23c

WHETHER OR NOT
All should set their clocks ahead.
And one hour sooner out of bed
Bbould for their dally tanks prepare—
Whate'er It be. no matter where.

But an hour at morn Is much the best
For medltaJoii. sleep and rtst;
But then from bed at mom VI! climb.
And say my prayers on D 9 time.
Because I must get In Ihe swim
With other men and keep In trim.
And In life's duties never slack,
l-est In finance I get
back

birds sing on the same old time
things of nature with them chime,
D 8 time was set by man.
I for one dislike the plan!
W. R Walter
North Waldoboro.

But
And
But
And

-

when you borrow from us!

At "Paraonal” you get more
than Just rash . . you get Hie
kind of friendly, considerate
servile that makes borrowing a
pleasant and simple experience.
Endorsers are seldom required
... no one need know. If you
can make small monthly pay
ments. you should nol hesitate
to sec us at olli e for a loan of
>25 to $250 or more. Come in
or telephone.

■

“Charges 3% monthly on un
paid balances up to $150,
.%
monthly on balances above.”

FINANCE CO. i
Kresge Building
241 Water St
Augusta, Me.
Small Loan Statute
License No. 1
56-64
I ky OOOO HOU$fKKflNe

NAVY

“Look, Mama...

PEAS

Papa’s got a new

PHILLIPS

hat!”

m-i.

You get

and Arthur Brewer received two- lotte Gilchrist
year-bars, for two years of perfect
attendance. Lewis fetockford. Don
Elmer Lufkin, senior, Is being
ald Morang. and Perley Bartlett welcomed back from a trip to Wash
were awarded one-year perfect at ington. D. C. as a reward for main
tendance pins. The scouts made taining with four other winners, the
plans for the Scout Rally and best records in delivery and solicitaCamporec which takes place early i tion among the large force of car’39 Ford Coupe
ln June. The closing ceremony was ■ r*ers delivering the Press Herald and
•
*39 Chev. Master Deluxe
then held, and the meeting was ad Sunday Telegram in Maine the past The lid’s off when Daddy comes
2-door
journed—Ernest Harrington
six months. His outline of the marching home In a new Strawi
• • • •
Trunk
trip; “Spent a few hours in Boston, Hat from Gregory’s,
Girls softball schedule: May 15 took boat to New York, and got a
*39 Mercury Coupe
Belfast at Rockland; 17, Camden at grand view of the harbor, bridges, Everyone Is happy to see a better
*38 Chrysler 2-Door
Rockland; 22. Rockland at Warren; skyscrapers and Statue of Liberty. looking head on the head of the
Trunk
28, Rockland at Belfast. Arlinc Hill On arriving in Washington, left house.
has been elected captain, and Evelyn bags at New Colonial Hotel where Why not surprise your family
’38 Ford Delue 4-Door
Seavey manager of this team.
we stayed, went on sight seeing trip tomorrow by wearing home the
’38 Chev. Master Deluxe
• • • •
to Smithsonian Institute and went same smart blocks the single
The golf team played its (first up Washington Monument. Got a
4-Door
men are choosing?
game at the Bath Country Ulub beautiful view of the city. Next
Trunk
What's good for the goose ts good
last
Tuesday.
Rockland's
team
com

*37 Oldsmobile 4-Door
day went to Zoo. and to Arlington
prises
Carl
Kalloch,
Bill
Cum

for at least a gander . . .
Trunk
Cemetery.
Saw many famous
mings, Dick Barnard, and Walter
*37 Chev. Master Deluxe
houses, went through Lee Mansion.
Butler. Although the Morse team
STRAW HATS
Went to Mount Vernon. 85 percent
2-Door
defeated the Rockland boys, they
of the furniture now in Washing
Trunk
$1.00 to $2.50
had to default the match because
ton's home is the original furniture
MAY 15, THE OFFICIAL
1 of an over-aged player. Tlie Bath
of Washington's day. Visited the
*/2 TON PICK-UP
STRAW HAT DAY
boys have been able to practice,
Lincoln Memorial and Congressional
TRUCKS
whereas the Rockland course has
Library. On Monday went to the UGHT WEIGHT FELTS
been wet and unplayable. However,
1938 FORD
Pan-American Union, White House,
if you prefer
it is expected that tlie Rockland Capitol. Bureau of Engraving and1
$5.00
1937 FORD
course will be In condition by the
Printing, and F.B.I. Building.
last of this month —Bill Cummings
2—1936 FORDS
Tuesday, left for New York, and
• • * •
on
arriving went on sight-seeing
Beautiful jonquils from the gar
MANY OTHERS
dens of Margaret Winslow graced tour of the city. Visited Radio City,
We Do Our Own Financing
the Aquarium, the Bowery, the East
the typewriting room !a;>t week.
Side, and Battery Park. Left New
• • • •
TEL. 294
Tlie Student Council Conference York by boat for Boston, and ar 416 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND. ME.
of the secondary schools of Maine rived home by train Wednesday
» '**SOCKLANO ' EHSElfl was held at Cony High School in afternoon, a wonderful trip.
Don't lake chances driving a
worn out car that should be re
placed. Get one of the late,
safer models that we are offer
ing. Our Well earned reputa
tion for outstanding values
safeguards yon.

NO 8
CANS

MAINE

TOMATOES

NATION-WIDE-BLUE BAG

RP.
2Be

/FULLY
Ibody/

2cans|9c

COFFEE
1 LB
BAG I9c

ON GUARD DOG FOOD

6

1 LB
CANS

25c

'*a°nz

25c

COSTS LESS PER SERVING THAN ANY OTHER QUALITY MEAT

HORMEL'S SPICED HAM
NATION-WIDE—WHITE

SOAP

(IT FLOATS)

WINDEX

LGE
BOT

2
33c

'!CH WITH VITAMINS B-G-D^S

barsJOc

eoi|7c

»17'

THE NEW

OLD DUTCH CLEANSER
IVORY SOAP

2

50% FASTER

MED
BARS

It

PactuSturH

tfafluto t/t

SCOTTISSUE
WALDORF

SCOTTOWELS

3
4
2

25c
ROLLS 19c
ROLLS 21c
ROLLS

CANS

15c

2 bars 19c

RINSO

2

lpTse

41c
2spkaglslI7c

CREWS

NATION-WIDE

SERVICE

GROCERS
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Every-Other-Day

TALK OF THE TOWN

May 15—Thomaston—Baptist Choral
Society SprhiR concert at 7 30 In Bap
tist auditorium
May 17—Knox-Lincoln Kents Hill
Club meets at G A R. hall at 8 30
May 17—Rockland Fire Department
Ball at Community Building
May 18 —Warren
Town Orchestra
Benefit Ball at Town hall.
May
20—Annual
meeting.
Knox
County Association for Religious Edu
cation at the Congregational Church
Rockland
May 21—Waldoboro Lincoln County
Union of Womens Clubs meets at
Methodist Church.
May 22—Open house meeting of
Federal Vocal Class.
May 23—<Ken McKenzie radio show at
Community Building
May 23-25 Gardiner State Conven
tion of Federation of Music Clubs
May 24—Camden- Doris Heald dance
recital In Opera House.
May 25—Legion Poppy Day.
May 30—Memorial Day
June 3—Special Congressional elec
tion In the Second Maine District
June 6 — Appleton—Commencement
exercises at Riverside hall
June 7 Rockland High School Alum
ni reception at High School auditorium
June 8-14—Flag Week
June ld-Rockport— Alumni banquet
June 14—“The Down Easters" at
Community Building, benefit Rcsusltator Fund
June 14—Flag Day picnic of Lady
Knox Chapter at Mrs Maude Blodgett's
cottage. Spruce Head
June 16-Father s Day
June 17—Primary Election
June 24-sRepubllcan National Con
vention In Philadelphia.
Aug 20-23 Union Fair
Aug 27-29 Damariscotta Fair.

For driving without a license
Joseph Cross of Thomaston paid a
fine of $10 In Municipal Court yes
terday.
Oeorge Hamlin ransacked Tlie
Bog for mayflowers Sunday and re
membered the editor with a gener
ous bunch of the fragrant blossoms.
---------

<

Mrs. Faith U. Brown is among
the soloists of the concert to be
given Wednesday at 7.30 in Thom
aston Baptist auditorium.

The s’.ang expression ‘‘all wet"
certainly applies to Deputy Sheriff
Robert A. Webster who met with
a serio-comic mishap on his latest
trout-fishing expedition.

Arrangements for Memorial Day
are gradually materializing. The ad
dress will be delivered by Hector G.
Staples, past commander of the De
partment of Maine. American Le
gion. A talented speaker, particu
larly at home on patriotic subjects.

The reference in a recent Roving
Reporter article to Lindy's landing
at Sandy Shores, was noticed with
personal interest by "Boze" for he
thinks that was the date when he
came down river from Bangor. ‘It
was very foggy," Writes the Somer
ville scribe, who gives the date as
July 9. 1933.

Herbert Ryan of Bath was taken
to the Police Station yesterday on
a charge of driving while under the
influence of liquor. He was fined
$100 and costs or 30 days In jail.
He began hls sentence In jail while
trying to raise the necessary funds.
Edward Annis of Rockland was fined
$10 and costs on a charge of speed
ing.
Lack of interest in yesterday's
special congressional primaries was
evidenced by the small vote at the
polls and the fact that not one
Inquiry was received at this office
last night where the Knox County
returns were tabulated in-exactly 52
minutes. The Courier-Gazette is
indebted to the kind friends who
furnished the returns and to Earle
C. Dow who assisted the political
editor in the tabulation. Matinicus
reported at 6 p. m. Ward 1 was
the first mainland precinct to be
heard from, closely followed by the
town of Washington. At 10 p. nr.
Mrs. Smith winner of the congres
sional nomination swapped notes
witli the political editor by phone.

WALDO THEATRE
MAINE’S LITTLE RADIO CITY
TEL. WALDOBORO 1M
Matinee Saturday at 2.30
Sunday at 3 p. m
Single evening show* at 8 p. m.

TODAY AND TOMORROW

MAY 14-15
Matinees at 2.30: Evening at 8.00

“PINOCCHIO”
THURS.-FRI., MAY 16 17
LEW AYRES
LIONEL BARRYMORE

In

“DR. KILDARE’S
STRANGE CASE”

BEANO
TONIGHT
7.30 OTIXX’K

BURPEE’S
FUNERAL HOME
Ambulance Service
TELEPHONES
IN, 7U-1 or 781-11
U8-I13 LIMEROCK STREET

ROCKLAND, MS.
119-tf

Name

..................................................................... •..............

Street and Number...............................................................

City ..........................................................................................

THIS WEEK'S GAMES
i
Today
Vinalhaven at Rockland, with
Lincoln Academy, two games beginning at 1.30.
St. George at Thomaston.
Friday
Thomaston at Camden.
St. George at Lincoln.
If changes have been made in
the above schedule will the man; agers please notify The CourierGazette.

The practice game at Community
Park Sunday was a one-sided af
fair, the Pirates winning an easy
victory over a picked up Rockport
team. The locals looked very good
in their trial heat.

Scout Troops of Rockland, Thom Editor of Tlie Courier-Gazette.—
aston, Warren, Port Clyde, Waldo
The dilemma of A. Jay See over
boro are invited to participate in a
his possible debt to the Athenaeum
district rally to be held Friday. Sat
Library appealed to me so deeply
urday, Sunday, May 31-June 2 on
that I am moved to furnish a pos
the Pilgrim Homestead Camp
sible explanation of the situation
ground of Troop 206
I well remember the old library,
Troop leaders will note that the
having been a frequent visitor dur
same events will be held, and point
ing my chiiohood and girlhood.
awards made as listed for the CamThen there came a time when
poree in the May Scouter's Bulle
the director or trustees decided that
tin. Several games and events will
the Library should be discontinued
be added.
\
and the books be sold. This plan
Troops, with an adult leader, must
.
, . _
be on the grounds, camp made,,™ £arried out and several bool“
^7for’taspec^o7atio7m7sa't-’|were Purchaied by members ol my'

Quite a number of the pledges
made last Summer in connection
with the Knox Hospital drive have
not been redeemed. Will those who
have failed to do so please remit
soon to Miss Vittricl Carlni in whose
hands the collections have been
placed.

A. Jay See’s Dilemma

In the Rockland District
May 31-June 2—The
Program In Full

See Bee Ess Comes To His
Rescue On Athenaeum
Library Problem

Rockland 15, St. George 4
The Harbor boys outfleldcd Rock
land at St. George Friday, but
Coach Matheson's team whaled the
ball all over the lot. rising to their
climax in the eighth inning when
they scored six runs. The score:
Rockland High
ab r bh po a e
4 1 1 2 1 1
Cates. 2b ....
Barnard, 2b
0 0 0 0 1 0
Small, ss ....
5 2 3 3 2 3
Glover, 3b
5 2 2 0 2 2
Page, cf.......
5 2 3 2 0 0
6 2 2 1 0 0
Wink, rf .....
3 1 1 4 0 1
Chaples. lb ...
McConchie, If .... 5 2 3 1 0 0
Bodman. c
5 2 1 13 2 0
Drake, p
1 0 0 0 0 0
5 1 0 1 0 0
Newcomb, p
Smith, p
1 0 0 0 1 0

Gone, All Gone!

Poppy Day, May 25

j
I

In loving memory of Mary Grierson
Baum who died May 14. 1939
Deep tn my heart la a picture
To me It Is dearer than "gold"
Its the picture of my "dear mother"
‘Whose memory I always will hold.
My heart Is aching with sadness
My eyes have shed many a tear.
No one knows how 1 have missed you
In this past sad year.
Mrs. Emery Niles, daughter; Mrs
Henning Johnson, granddaughter; Har
riet Johnson, great-granddaughter •

CARD OF THANKS
Wc wish to extend our sincere thanks
and gratitude to our many kind friends
and neighbors. Pleasant Valley Orange.
Dr Popplestone. members of Knox Hos
pltal staff, and all others who In any
way helped by their kindness and gen
erosity to relieve us In our suffering and
distress, all of which Is deeply ap
preciated by us.
Sidney E. Ames, Florence Ames
Rockland.
•
CARD OF THANKS
We wish to extend our heartfelt
thanks to the friends who sent flowers
and cards of sympathy In our late be
reavement and also to those who kindly
i loaned their cars.
I Mr. and Mrs F. A. Sprague. Mrs Cora
Delano, Mr and Mrs Klfirldee Rim
mens, Mr aud Mrs Johu Simmons
•

HAL’S RHYTHMA1RES
DOOR PRIZE

9TT.f

AUCTION SALE
Jink

JEFFERSON, MAINE
Thursday, May 16, 1940, at 10 o’clock A. M., D.
S. T., at the home of the late Fred Cunningham,
half mile from Jefferson Town House on the Bun
ker Hill Road.
i

Ambulance Service
•

RUSSELL
FUNERAL HOME

I CLAREMONT ST.

TEL. MS
ROCKLAND, ME.
M-tf

Beds, Springs, Mattresses. Bedding, Tables. Stands, Chairs. Rock
ers. Bureaus, Porch Furniture, Glider, Mirrors, Pictures, Lamps.
Rugs, Linoleum Art Squares. Writing Desk, Electric Sewing Ma
chine, Drop Leaf Table, Glass, Tin and Iron Ware, Tools, Books,
Buttons. Two Fur Coats. Ladders, Lumber, Hay Rack, Stone Drag,
Express Wagon. Garden Tools, Ladders, Chicken Wire, Inner
Spring Mattress, Gun, Antiques, and much not mentioned. Lunch
at noon.

Ter Order KATHERINE CUNNINGHAM, Adms.
EDW. L. RIPLEY. Auctioneer.

“Strike Up The Band” Maine Fair Season
Note the Change of Union
Fair Dates—Five Weeks
Earlier

News items from all of the Pa
trons of Husbandry are welcomed
here.

A one-act play will be given to- j
night at Grand View Grange hall, i
Northport for benefit of the Grange
The name is "Dress Rehearsal" and |
the cast is made up entirely of
young men in the Grange. After
the entertainment there will be
dancing by Philbrook's Orchestra.,
Refreshments will be served at in
termission. A public card party
will be held at Grand View Orange
hall Monday with Richard Fairbrother as host.
• • ♦ *
A program in honor of Mother's
Day was presented Wednesday
night at the open session of Megunticook Grange in Camden. These
numbers were included in tlie pro
gram; Vocal solo, with guitar ac
companiment, by Mrs. Ada Jackson; reading, Mrs. Hazel Clark:
presentation of a Maybasket of
candy to each mother present;
tribute and presentation of a bou
quet of flowers by Mrs. Mary Nash
to an outstanding mother in tlie
community , Mrs. Rose LeBlanc,
who is foster-mother to eight chil
dren at her home on the Belfast,
road; vocal selection by Mrs. Jackson. Mrs Eunice Morse, comman
der of the American Legion of
Thomaston, gave a talk on her
travels and experiences in Japan
and Siberia at the time of tlie World
War. Refreshments ware served
and Mrs. Sara R. Young and Mrs.
Lydia Inman received birthday
cakes presented by the lecturer, Mrs.
Mildred Phllbrook.
• • • •
Mother's Day program by Pleas
ant Valley Grange, Tuesday night:
Opening song, solo by Vallie MacLaughlin; origin of Mother's Day,
F. L. 8. Morse; roll call on "Fa
mous Mothers;" solo. Raymond An
dersen; Mother's Day poem by Etta
Andersen; solo by William Young;
birthdays of famous persons and
historical events for the month of
May. Ralph MacLaughlin; current
events, E. M Tolman; closing song.
Mother's Prayer have Followed Me
• • • •

45 15 16 27 9 7
urday morning and remain until Ifamdy
St.
George
High
Yesterday I came across one of
after breakfast Sunday morning to
ab r bh po a c
I these volumes containing the card
qualify for awards.
4 1 1 0 0 0
I referred to by A. Jay See and which
Program (subject to revision)
5 0 0 0 2 0
! gave the name of the library and Baum, ss....
Friday, May 31
j rujes
ohscrved by rs patrons. Seastrom. p
4 0 2 2 3 0
4.00- 600 P. M.-Arrlve, register lThe UUe of the
w#s Represen. P. Wiley, c
5 0 2 7 2 0
6.00- 7.30 P. M —Supper
5 1 1 8 1 0
I tatlve Men; the author R W. Emer730-10.00 P. M —Games.
4 0 0 1 1 0
json, and the date of publication
The Baptist Men's League holds
P. M.—Taps.
1000
M.
Wiley,
2b
5
0 0 3 1 4
1850
its concluding session Thursday
3 2 1 3 2 0
The date of the book sale I do Jackson, 3b
night—"the annual strawberry fes Saturday, June 1
3 0 1 3 0 0
tival.'' Rev. William J. Day of Win 6 00- 800 A. M —Breakfast, police not recall but I well remember the Kallio, rf
•Phechcr.
p
1 0 0 0 0 0
Camp.
’
books
being
brought
home
and
throp. Mass., founder of the League,
—------- — —
; placed in one of our bookcases as a
chosen for many years as guest 8 00-10 00 A M—Games.
39 4 8 27 12 4
‘ valuable addition to our library, and
speaker at the annual meeting wlU 12 00- 2 00 P M.—Dinner
• Batted in the ninth.
M —Games.
II hope it may save A. Jay See some
speak on "Heroes and Heroism." It 10 00-12 00
1 0 1 1 3 1 0 6 2—15
j twinges of conscience to know that Rockland
200 p. M.—Dinner.
will also be ladies night.
530 p M.—Camporec events the debt incurred by his great St. Oeorge .... 1 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0— 4
Two base hit. Page. Double plays
Leroy Kittredge of the Bureau of 5 30- 7.00 p M—Supper.
grandfather was probably paid at
Old Age and Survivors Insurance, 710
p M—Campfire.
the time when the book came into Barnard, Small and Chaples; Sea
strom, Wiley and Melquist. Bases
P. M —Taps.
Augusta, spoke Friday to the stu
10.00 p
his possession.
on balls, off Drake 3. off Newcomb
dents cf the Ballard Business Sunday, June 2
See Bee Ess
2. off Seastrom 7. Struck out. by
School. He presented a compre 6 00-7 00 A M—Breakfast, Police
Drake 4, by Newcomb 6. by Sea
hensive picture of the different
Camp.
phases of the Social Security Act,
strom 2, by Phecher 1. Umpires.
7.00-8 30 A. (M —Break Camp.
following which an open discussion
Simmons and Mealey. Scorer.
was enjoyed, proving helpful and
Fred Shepherd Hunt* In Matheson.
The Browne Club will meet with
enlightening.
Vain For Maine Building
the N Y A girls Friday evening at
their
rooms
in
the
Community
At World’s Fair
Seventy members of the Senior
and Junior classes of Rockland Building.
Brooklyn. May 11
Child Welfare and Re
High School left yesterday morn
Editor
of
The
Courier-Gazette:—
Adriel
Bird
flew
down
from
Bos

ing for Washington, D. C. They will
habilitation To Benefit
I have been told tliat Maine has
spend two days at the National ton Thursday in 45 minutes for a
From
the Sales
Capital and three in New York long weekend at home and to at seceded from the Union, but never
believed it until today.
and at the World's Fair. Accom tend a launching in Bath.
When the citizens of Rockland
After watching Mayor LaGuardia
panying them Were Principal Joseph
put on their memorial poppies on
A correspondent writes: "Is there cwt the ribbon officially opening
E Blaisdell, Miss Jeannette Stahl
Poppy Day, May 25, to honor the
and Raymond Bowden of the facul anything more heartening than to the New York World s Fair of 1940. World War dead, they will be help
ty. The delegation was given a see a boy stop from hls wheeling on I wended my way toward what was ing children of dead and disabled
grand send-off at the railroad sta his bike to pet his dog with a the State of Maine Building. Want veterans to a fair start in life, ac
ed to see if the trout in the little
gentle, friendly rub?"
tion.
silvery stream had grown any since cording to Bernice Jackson child
welfare and rehabilitation chairman
Local winners of grocery awards last year. Had a nostalgic desire
Back from five and one-half
of Winslow-Holbrook Unit of the
months stay In Gulfport. Fla., and in the new A. Si P. "Musico" Con again to view the ocean thunder
American Legion Auxiliary.
ing
in,
the
toy
train
loaded
with
looking the picture of health, Nor test were: Mrs. A. C. Jones, Miss
Money contributed for the pop
man W. Lermond. director of Knox Doris Coltart, Miss Marjorie Gage, Maine products rolling over the
pies will help maintain the Auxilibridge
above
the
waterfall,
and
,
Arboretum was a visitor in the city John O'Sullivan, Bernard Freeman
again to see the bright-eyed deer jary 5 chdd wc'fare and rehabilitayesterday. He wiU add to the trea and Thomas Rousseau.
peeping from the thicket where he ,tion actlvities during the coming
sures of Knox Museum a whole
Edwin Libby Relief Corps, meets was hiding, and to smell again tlie year' *he explained Much of it will
barrel of rare shells which he col
go into emergency aid for families
lected in hls trips along the Florida Thursday at 2 o'clock, for a social cdor of spruce and pine.
left dependent by the death or dis
Gone
—
all
gone!
Supper at 6 o'clock
coast. His work brought him in afternoon
ability of a veteran, helping keep
Then
I
had
an
idea.
Perhaps
contact with many other naturalists will be in charge of Mrs. Mae
the home together until a permanthere
might
be
a
stand
among
the
and scientists, so that all in all he Cross, with helpers. At the business
concessicns where I could buy a en‘ means of support can be found,
calls it his best Southern season.
meeting, there will be a full re
bowl of real Maine clam chowder— , keeping the children in school and
hearsal and degree work. Officers
without tomatoes As the last mid- Preventing the father's patriotic
BORN
need not wear white.
night rocket disappeared in mist. I sacrifices from handicapping their
Beverage — At Camden Community
Hospital, May 12. to Mr and Mrs Baton
gave up the search. Went home development.
The Rockland High School team Buried my sorrow in a luncheon of |
Beverage of North Haven a daughter
their Joint child welfare prois playing no games this week on
Aroostook potatoes and Burnham (?ram last year, the Legion and AuxMARRIED
account of the Washington Excur
Leland Manlt—At Searsport. May 11.
and Morrell baked beans. Thank iliary brought aid to 395.342 child
LeForest Leland and Ruth Mank both sion. Community Park will not be
Heaven, the chain stores still sell ren of veterans; also extended help
of Camden By Rev Arthur Hamilton
Ream-Marshall—At Deer fair May 5. idle, however, as it is engaged this Maine goods!
to 126.251 disabled veterans. A total
William Beam and Elizabeth Marshall afternoon for a double-header be
of $1968.632.28 from Legion and
—By Rev Frank Ratzell
Alive and still kicking
Harvev-Blastew-At 8onlngton. May tween Vinalhaven High and Lin
Auxiliary resources was expended in
Frederick A. Shepherd
3. Raymond A Harvey and Bile W
Rlastow both of Stonington By Bdcr coln Academy which always meet
this program. Much of this money
Oeorge Knowlton.
here on neutral gTound for the
Dr. C. B. Popplestone Is reoccupy was made up of the dimes, quarters
convenience of both. The first game
DIED
ing hls former office quarters over and dollars placed in the contribu
Amesbury—At Thomaston. May 11. will begin about 1.30.
tion boxes on Pop^y Day.
The Courier-Gazette office.
Mabel T Ameabury. aged 79 years. 10
"Hardships and exposures of war
months. 25 days
Funeral Tuesday at
2 o'clock from A D Davis and Son
"The Down Easters" will appear'service are striking down many of
| Chapel
Interment at Rockpor'.
, Williams—At South Portland. May 12.
June 14 at Community Building in' our veterans in the prime of life,"
DANCING
Mrs Ella F Williams
Funeral Wed
the interests of the Rcsuscitator said Mrs. Jackson. "Almost every
nesday at 130 at Rich funeral home
Every Wed. Fund.
Interment with prayer Wednesday at
veteran now dying or becoming dis4 30 at Thomaston cemetery.
AT
Martin—At Union, May 12. Palmer B
-------abled has dependent children. UnMartin aged 69 years. 9 months 8 days
Miss Eleanor Griffith has had a less he has established legally that
Funeral Wednesday at 2 o clock from
GLEN
residence.
Interment in Pine Grove
telephone installed at her apart he was disabled In the war, the gov
cemetery. Appleton.
COVE
ment 17 Lindsey street. Tlie num ernment can do nothing for hls
Muaic By
IN MEMORIAM
family. The Auxiliary is determined
ber is 973-R.

I

ADMISSION 25 CENTS
37Ttf

On April 1, 1940,1 was living at address given be
low, but to the best of my knowledge 1 have not been
enumerated, either there or anywhere else.

OUR
GRANGE CORNER

Rockland Swamped
St. George—-This
Week’s Games

A Scout Rally

I

LEGION HALL

If not, or if you have any doubt, fill out this blank
and mail to Melville A. Gould,
Depositors’ Trust Bldg., Augusta, Maine.

The World War exhibits in the
window of the Huston-Tuttle Book
Store are attracting much atten
tion. Included is a gas mask picked
up on a battlefield by Oliver Ham
lin.

Only two applicants failed yester
The baseball uniforms for the day when 45 applied at the Rock
Rockland Twilight League team arc land registry for new driving licen
ses. Levi Flint was assisted by
all pledged.
State Patrolmen Foley, Poland and
Annual meeting of the Knox Sargent, with Miss Esther Parker
County Camera Club tonight. AH on the clerical end.
members are requested to please
be present.

High School Ball

HAVE YOU BEEN ENUMERATED?

In ten brief months the subject
presented jjbovc has gained a host
of friends along "the street.' He is
William Weed, Jr, who fresh from
High School graduation last sum
mer, entered the employ of Corner
Drug Store. His friendly, whole
some personality will lead him to
success this summer, as he left
Corner Drug Store last week
to join the steam yacht Cythera for
the summer. Ambitious, William
plans to study at Boston University
and develop a natural flair for art
as fate and finances permit. He is
now sailoring, like his dad before
him, at New London, Conn.

A Daffodil Exhibit

A PIANO RECITAL

Garden lovers in the Medomak
district will be interested in the
daffodil exhibit tp be held at the
home of Mrs. Norman Hodgdon in
Boothbay Harbor Friday. May 24, at
2 p. m. The comnOtec In charge
comprises: Mrs. Norman Hodgdon,
Mrs. Wcntwortli Shackleton, Mrs.
Walter Cleveland. Mrs. Harold
Clifford. Mrs. Norman Hodgdon. Jr.
A special guest will be Mrs. Ed
ward F. Merrill, Chairman of Hor
ticulture State Federation of Gar
den Clubs and members of the
Medomak Region.
Classification for the display calls
for the following:
Class I: (a» Yellow Trumpets, <b>
White Trumpets, (ci Bicolor Trum
pets.
Class II: lai Incomparabilis, yel
low perianth; <b> Incomparabilis
white perianth.
Class III: (a) Barrii, yellow
perianth: (b) Barrll, white perianth.
Class IV: (al Giant Leedsii, large
cup; (b) Leedsii, small cup.
Class V: (a) Trlandrus Hybrids,
(bi Cydanuneus Hybrids, (c) Jonquilla Hybrids, (di Tazetta and
Tazetta Hybrids, <e» Poeticus.
Class VI (a) Double Varieties, (b)
Various. Botanical species. Con
tainers supplied for the above class
es. Three blooms of each preferred
and varieties named, if possible.
Class VII: Artistic Arrangement
of Daffodils.

At Seven Tree Grange in Union
Wednesday night Mrs. Ada Lucas
read a paper on her trip to and
from Florida and what she saw
while there. It was an able and
Interesting paper much enjoyed by
all.
• • • •
Kt a recent meeting, South Hope
Grange elected and Installed Mrs
Laura Hastings as chaplain and Er
nest E. Hastings as treasurer to 1111
vacancies in those offices.

that no children shall be left in
need because their fathers served
the country, and with the help of
the patriotic citizens who wear pop
pies on Poppy Day, we are able to
carry out this determination;’
Not only are families of veterans
aided by the money derived from
the sale of the poppies but any fam
ily In need is given aid If and when
asked foi.

To Be Given By Former Thom
aston Girl In Portland Saturday

Miss Mary Stevens, daughter of a
former resident of Thomaston. Wil
liam C. Stevens will give a piano
recital in Portland May 18. The pro
gram will be included separately.
Miss Stevens, a junior in High
School is pianist for the High School
Orchestra, pianist lor Order of
Rainbow for Girls, organist for
South Portland Heights Baptist
Church, a member of the Junior
Rossini Club and represented that
club recently in a radio broadcast
on the Federation of Music Clubs
program. She also received honors
for her part in representing her
school as piano soloist at Waterville
on May 11, taking part in the Festi
val ol Music in tliat city.
Tlie program for Saturday fol
lows;
Group 1
Bar h-Gounod
Solfcgetto. Ave Maria.
Waltz In C Sharp Minor,
Chopin
Duo-Prelude In
n c Sharp
r
Minor.
Rachmaninoff
Violin eolo try Mias Clark
Group 2
Beethoven
Moonlight Sonata.
Adagio.
AUegretXo
Presto agitato.
Violin solo
Group 3
Valclk.
Mokreja
Lotus Land
Scott
Hight of the Bumble Bee
Rlmaky-Konakow
Violin sold
Oroup 4
Duo Arkansas,
Oulon
Clair de Lune.
Dahuaay
Waltz In A Flat.
Chopin

BEANO

Some Europeans have and old su
perstition that animals receive the
power of speech at Christmas.

NEW
|
ICE CREAM PARLOR
OPENS THURS., MAY 16
At Tenant’» Harbor Village
Mrs. Ellen B. Smalley, Prop
58-lt

The 1940 Maine fair season will
open July 29 at the New Bangor
Fair, according to an announcement
by Commissioner of Agriculture,
Frank P. Washburn. He predicted
that this year would mark the
greatest agricultural exhibits in fair
history. More farm products ex
hibits will be displayed this year
than ever before, Washburn pro
phesied.
With only a few open dates Maine’s
33 fairs will offer a variety of enter
tainment through the summer
months with a grand finale at Tops
ham on Oct. 10.
The fall- dates are: Bangor, July
29-Aug. 5; Gorham, Aug. 5-10:
Skowhegan, Aug. 11-117; Exeter,
Aug. 20-22; Union, Aug. 20-23; Ac
ton, Aug. 20-24; Presque Isle, Aug.
26- 29; Damariscotta. Aug. 27-20;
Phillips, not set; South Windsor,
Aug. 30-Sept. 2; Bluehlll, Aug. 31Sept. 3; Dover-IFoxcroft, Aug. Jl;
Springfield, Sept. 2-4; Lewiston,
Sept. 2-7; Monroe, Sept. 6-7; Ouilford. Sept. 7; South Paris, Sept.
10-14; Unity. Sept. lO-lH; Machias,
Sept. 10-12; Emden. Sept 14; Cum
berland. Sept. 16-21; Cherryfleld,
Sept. 17-19; Farmington, Sept. 1719; Cornish, Sept 24-27; Athens,
Sept 24-25; Monmouth, Sept, 25;
Andover. Sept 25-26; Pembroke,
Sept 27-28; North Waterford, 6ept.
27- 28; Litchfield, Oct. 1-2; Frye
burg. Oct. 1-3; Leeds Center, Oct. 3;
Topsham, Oct. 8-10.

EVERY WEDNESDAY NIGHT—7.30
V. F. W. HALL
Huntley-Hill Post Ladies’ Auxiliary
.

ADMISSION >5 CENTS FOR 20 GAMES
ATTENDANCE PRIZE

DOOM PRIZE

MADELONfi 01,0 ORCHARD REANO EQUIPMENT
An announcement ol interest lo all Knox County Beano Players
will be made at this game Wednesday night.

58* It

WILLYS for 1940—Outstanding Leader
Thi* splendid Willys for 1940 is presented to the public to
meet the demand for a totally new low priced car, stylish
and beautiful—combining smart luxurious features,
power and economy never before seen in tbe motoring
field—an outstanding leader!
Everything you want in a motor car at a big
saving in cost is supplied by this improved new
Willys. Il brings a new conception of motoring
luxury to the low price field. Never before has
such performance, comfort and all-around
economy been available in an automobile so lowin price. Your first drive will convince you that
the engine, simple in design, light in weight anil
economical in operation lias power, speed and
smooth arceieration comparable to much more
expensive cars.
The design and construction throughout Ihe
improved Willys adheres strictly lo the prin
ciples applied to modern trains and airplanes
—great strength and light weight. This basically
sound construction not only Increases the life o(
the car but adds considerably to its smooth
performance over rough roads and is a chief
factor in the remarkable economy of gas, oil and
maintenance.

You have your greatest motoring thrill comijiq
when you step into the new Willys for vour
first trial drive ... It flashes through traffic

with agility you've never seen before ... It
matches any ear's 75 miles per hour on the high
way ... Its thrifty rnginr takes you up and over
most hills with breathtaking ease. It is easy to
handle, easy to steer, easy to look at and Its ex
ceptionally low price makes it easy to own.
You ride in luxurious comfort protected by a
modern all-steel body, safety glass in all win
dows. and oversize hydraulic brakes that bring
you instantly to a smooth straight-line stop.
The new Willys is the world's greatest combi
nation of thrills with thrill . . . the sensation of
the nation in smartness and low price. Experi
enced engineers have built Into the Willys
durability, roomy comfort, power and economy
that gives you a new feeling of motoring enjoymrnt and car satisfaction. In this car you have
roomy comfort, no clumsy big car weight, noth
ing to contribute to high operating costs . . .
not an inch of wasted wheel base, nor a cubic
inrh of wasted space.
Don't fail lo see this ear. Gall at our show
room. Bring your family and friends for a de
lightful trial drive.

E. O. PHILBROOK & SON
632 MAIN ST.,

ROCKLAND, MAINE

TELEPHONE 466-W
w#i
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CLARK ISLAND

At Knox Arboretum

Robert Stewart of LJew Jersey and
Willard Turner recently went to
New Jersey.
Howard Clark has returned from
Friendship where he visited his
daughter, Mrs. Fred Simmons.
Verner Borgerson has moved to
Mrs. Maurice Jones’ camp.
Mrs. William Caven of Rockland
visited Sunday with Mr. and Mrs.
John D. Caven.
Mrs. Eunice Berton and Mrs.
Frank Wall of Spruce Head and Mr.
and Mrs. Lewis Taylor and daughter
of Long Cove were recent callers
on Mr. and Mrs. Charles Butler.
Mrs. James Harrison recently
visited her sister, Mrs. Edward Hop
kins of South Thomaston.
Mrs. Hugh Ross of Lincolnville
Center was guest last Tuesday of
Mrs. Carl Swanson.
Miss Elizabeth Monaghan of
Thomaston visited friends here
Thursday.
Mrs. Charles Butler, who has been
ill. is gaining slowly.
John McGuffie and daughter,
Mrs. Carl Swanson, went Thursday
to Stonington, called by the sudden
death of Mr. McGuffle’s brother.
James McGuffie.

Director Lermond Brings
Back a Barrel of Shells
From Florida Waters

Knox Arboretum, May 13
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Leavitt of
Arrived heme May 6 and found
Wilton, N. H„ visited Mrs. Oliver everything in jood condition in the
Leavitt over the weekend.
Arboretum and Museum.
Miss Prances Mank a student
Twenty new trees—over 700
nurse at State Street Hospital in
Portland spent the weekend with| Pounds-from an Ohio nursery,

her mother Mrs. Lillian Mank.
| were awaiting me at the railway
Mr. and Mrs. B. G. Miller and 1 freight house in Thomaston. I have
daughters, Mary and Nancy were| been kept quite hard at work lor
weekend guests of Mrs. Emma E three days setting them in the
Spear in Portland.
'ground in various sections of the

Senter Crane Company
YOU'VE

Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Brum- Arboretum,
HERE THEY ARE!
mitt have returned from Roxbury, ' a sugar-barrel of shells, sponges.
Mass., where they passed the win- corals, gorgonias. fishes, etc., is on
ter and have opened their home or. its way by rail from Gulfport, Fla.
Friendship street for the summer. These Maine specimens were colMr. and Mrs. Kenneth Castner keted on two trips down over the
of Portland spent th. weekend here Florida Keys to Key West, taking
Henry P. Mason has returned two weeks and two days.^ In Lake
from a visit in Pigeon Cove, Mass. Worth, near Palm Beach, I waded
Miss Dora Gay of Boston spent around in 3 to 4 feet of wateT
the weekend at her home on Friend- looking through a glass-bottom tub
ship street.
at the shells on the bottom. In two
Mrs. E. R. Hunnewell of North hours I picked up 55 species of
fTOCKIMCf
Anson who has passed several shells.
At New Smyrna we
TENANT’S HARBOR
months in Boston is at the Reed collected very large ribbed mussels,
Miss Agnes Holgerson is home
home on Cole HUI.
.thrown out !n d*«m8 a canal- At
At the time the above picture was made this was one of Rockland's best known residences—the home of
Here'* the slocking you've been wailing for . ,. olmotl daringly
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Low of
on Lake Worth, we called the late Francis Cobb, whose portrait appeared in our Tuesday issue. The location was once facetiously re from the Women’s and Children’s
, iheer yet of proven longer loveliness when carefully handled.
New Jersey are at their home on on the MeGinties—Paul the father, ferred to by a Rockland editor as “Quality Hill." and appellation long remembered by the city’s older residents. Hospital in Boston, from which she
and Paul Jr. and Tom. the sons,
will graduate in February. She is
The secret lies in the high elasticity and surprising strength of the
lower Friendship street.
spending7 a vacation with her par
Mr. and Mrs. K. L. Deymore have and ^ntana. We stayed overnight
freshman, was announcer between
nylon yorn. Archer makes them with their usual persistence for
ents.
arrived from Deland, Fla., where with Frank Lyman, at his beautiful
the scenes. Home made fudge was
perfection ... in scintillating colors to moke your legs still prettier.
home. Neabry, on Lake Workt, we
Mrs. Alice Murphy is confined to
they spent the winter.
sold by Ruby Starrett and Verna
found
Maxwell
Smith
in
his
magni

£
her
bed
for
a
few
weeks
with
a
Merle Dobbins Directs
Justin Welt of Gardiner Is spend
Robinson between the acts. Fol
ALENA L. STARRETT
ing the week at his home on Main ficent home, hard at work on a
Attention To the Efforts broken ankle, caused not by a fall
p°ir
new, fully illustrated, shell-book—
lowing the play, a dance was given
but from the nature of a bone di
Correspondent
street.
Of Mayor Payne
A
A
shells of the world. He gave us
•pprOA
noting
a
2
thread
weight
X\
/X
sease
with
which
she
has
been
af

at Glover hall, and the proceeds will
Wiwurna Chapter, OKS. meets
several fine specimens, that he re
flicted
for
the
past
few
years.
Tel 46
Editor
of
The
Courier-Gazette:
—
tonight. S. H. Weston is chairman
benefit the senior class.
cently bought of the Lord Balti
Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert Auld are
of the refreshment committee while
G Dudley Gould attended as
Frederick G Payne, candidate for
more collection, recently brought
spending
a few weeks at the home
John
H
Welch of Thomston. delegate, the Masonic Grand Lodge Governor in the June primaries,
Austin Winchenbaugh supervises
from London. England, At Miami, warden of the Maine State Prison
of
Mrs.
Alice
Murphy during the
the program.
in Portland. He motored there with again hits the nail on the head in
we called on the noted diver and will give an illustrated lecture
latter's illness.
Miss Helen Oldis of Rockland
Mr and Mrs. Albert White and
shell collector lot Hawaii—Ttd Thursday night at the Congrega-I thflr son [->avjd
urging and supporting its own rail
Mrs. Mary Alley has returned to I
WANTED
;
spent the weekend with her par
Advertisement* ln this column nth
Dranger, who sold us some nice tional Brotherhood Supper will be
road
trunk line for Portland, run Willardham after spending the lat-j to exceed three lines Ir-eer-ed once to<
ents Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Oldis.
25 cents, three times for SO cenu Ad
shells Then dgpvn to Key Largo.
at 6,5
Churches Honor •'Mother''
ning between Portland and Buffalo, ter part of the winter with rela dttlonal lines flee cents esch for _on»
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Crowell and
FURNITURE wanted to upholster.
where I captured 105 Ligs up in the
time 10 cenu for three times
A
Mother's
Day
program,
largely
Fl’* 1 called for and delivered T J FLEM
thereby opening the way for mld- tives and friends in Massachusetts. email
Mr. and Mrs. Frank D. Rowe,
son of Wilton, N. H. were weekend
words
to
a
Uns.
ING
19 Birch St . Tel 212-WK 40*57-tf
trees. One new one that I have de
Miss Jennie Coolroth of Boston,
and Mrs. Willis Vinal attended the of music and poetry was presented I western trade via the Great Lakes.
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Willis Crow
EXPERIENCED chsmbermald want
scribed for publication in cur shell
The Canadian National Railroad accompanied by a friend was recent
ed: If not experienced do not apply
Maine Music Festival Saturday in Sunday night at the Baptist Church
ell.
magazine—“The Nautilus."
HOTEL ROCKLAND ______________ 58-60
with several requests sung, as I having a monopoly on this trade guest ol her parents Mr. and Mrs. ?•
Waterville.
Mr. and Mrs. Sherman Keene
COUPLE wanted A ate. *120 month,
Dr. Pilsbry of the Academy of
*
FOR
SALE
mother
s
favorite
hymns.
Among
j
have
done
more
to
cause
the
downCharles
Coolbroth.
Bouquets
in
memory
of
their
cltv winter, resort summer MRS HAWhave returned from a visit with
I
Natural Science of Philadelphia,
LEY.
780 High St . Bath Tel 725 S8*lt
them
were,
“
My
Mother
s
Bible"
by
j
fall
of
Portland
as
a
shipping
port
Rev. Mr Springer of Franklin (t*»***«****«»f
mothers at the Congregational
relatives in Somerville. Mass.
I want to buy a house with modern
writes me that he will illustrate
Chester
Wyllie
and
Mrs.
Leroy
than
any
other
thing,
because
of
the
occupied
the
pulpit
Sunday
night
LOAM, (travel and crushed rock for plumbing and garage in or within
Lester Black of Milton, N. H„ his Liguus fasciatus largoensis, Church Sunday morning were from
L. R SEAVEY. Tel 10BS-J. Rock-1 about 5 miles radlix of Rockland Have
Mrs Ruth B Spear of Rockland, Norwood; “Lily of the Valley' tenor -fact they have a long term lease on and presented a helpful message. sale.
spent the weekend here.
land
57-59 reply with photo, full descrip Ion and
Ler. in his forthcoming boos on
solo
by
Roger
Teague;
"Whisper

.its
Portland
holdings,
so
have
“ N 348" care Courier Oaaette
Mrs. Springer was present in the
price
"R
Mrs. Ralph J. Pollard was a guest the Land Shells of North America. and Mrs. Ruth Stackpole of Augus
PANSY plants, giant pansies for sale;
58-60
—if R OASPER
also perennials " ROY
ta. The chancel was further deco ing Hope." Mr. Wyllie and Mrs. ignored Portland and are giving the congregation.
Wednesday night at a dinner party
AMATEUR
Artist--Compete for Free
At Upper and Lower Matecumbe
Beechwood St . Thomaston
57*59
Norwood;
"Over
Jordan,"
Mr.
Wyl

Canadian ports the enjoyment of
Mrs Frank Barter is a patient at
Art Course iValue *2151. Write today
given by Mrs. William Talbot of we saw the awful wreckage of the rated with flowers from several of
lie; 'The Old Rugged Cross," Mr. this western trade. American trade Knox Hospital, suffering with an GLADIOLI bulbs, assortment of for Free Test Olve age and occupa
Portland as hostess for her father, hurricane that swept so many peo the members. Oscar E. Starrett
choice varieties 25c per dor.
tion. "F 8 " care The Couler-Gazette
Wyllie and Mr Teague; "Rest for j which we the State of Maine should inflamed foot; X-rays have been CLARA EMERY. 230 Llmerock St , Tel.
58*63
E. Murray Graham, Grand Master ple to a watery grave. On the next sent a bouquet of spring flowers to
421 M
68-60
OIRL'S bicycle wan ed. small size or
Baptist Church Sunday mom- the Weary," Mr. Wyllie; “Will .and could have., for our own, and taken.
of the Grand Council of Maine Key below, "Grassy," we collected the
Must be ln good con
ing in memory of his mother, the jThere Be
Stars ln My Crown?" ' which again would make Portland
CHINA closet, dining set and other sidewalk type
The resignation of the pastor, Rev. furni ure for sale, reasonable
TEL dition Write "W R N." care CourlerF. A.M. at the Gateway Inn in Port many fine marine shells and some<Jate Mrs
starrett
Mrs Norwood and Mr Wyllie joined ,au important shipping port for ships Newell J. Smith to take effect Aug. 105 from 8 to 4 30 weekdays
57*59 Oaaette_____________________________ 56*60
land for wives of members of the Cerions on the land. Then on to
SMALL farm lor sale. 3 acres within ~WOMAN cook wanted 30-45. for sum
The Baptist advisory Board will by choir. The congregation joined , plying in the European trade, thus 31 has been accepted with regret. city
Grand Council, Chapter, Command Banefish Key, where we hired a I hold
11ml a. Ideal for truck, chickens, mer people. Must have be-t of refer
an important business meeting in sin«in8 "Under His Wing." "Will gjving employment to thousands.
etc Cape Cod house, perfect condition ences as to abllisy. character, health
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Smith
are
beloved,
ery and Blue Lodge.
bungalow and remained for a few
1 —-----—
-- - ■ i- —
- Apply EVERETT TERNALD. 235 Rankin etc Will lD'ervlev at my home near
tonight at the parsonage, at 7.30 Jesus Find Us Watching?" "Sweet j Through Payne’s efforts and co. not only by the church members St
58 60 Post Office. West Rockport between 5
and 6 p m . on Mondays. Tuesdays,
days. Here we found a whole
Bye
and
Bye,"
“
Oh
Ring
Those
j
operation
with
the
people
I
firmly
Willard
Boggs
suffered
a
slight
CHES
i
ut
white
pigs
for
sale
Extra
but
by
the
people
at
large
in
the
Wednesdays. Thursdays ROBERT NUTT
The mysterious sense of direction colony of noted shell-collectors—
good
one45 each
HILLCREST ____________________________________ 56*61
Bells,"
and
"It
is
Well
With
My
.
believe,
as
many
do,
that
this
sugcommunity.
HOMESTEAD. Warren
58-60
possessed by homing pigeons is dis Dr Bailes and wife of Ohio. Dr. skull fracture and concussion Sat
OTRL wanted for office and telephone
gestion and proposal will be carried
urday afternoon in a 12-foot fall in Soul."
LUNCH booth for sale, good condi work
Write "A B " care Courier- Oa
rupted by radio waves.
Pilsbury and daughter of Philadel
tion.
four
seats,
price
reasonable
MRS
through.
The
pastor
spoke
or
“
The
Place
zette
S8*lt
his barn, on which he is making
EARLE GILLEY. Rt 1. Augusta. Me
SOUTH
HOPE
phia, the MeGinties. and Prof,
Other worthwhile suggestions by
MAN with car wanted, also boys with
of Mother in IndividUi.l Lives," and
repairs.
58*60
to deliver light packages Write
i Freeman and daughter.
Mr. and Mrs. Hartley Watts and HOUSE for sale at Lincolnville Beach “bicycles,
A B " care Courter-Oaze te.
58*lt
Mrs. Laura Seavey will be chair between each musical number said Mr. Payne have been the establish
Route 1. 9 rooms, bath hot wader heat
The rocks on the Gulf shore were
son
William
spent
the
weekend
at
GENERAL farm hand wanted, must
man of the public supper to be a ‘ew *’ords appropriate to Mother's 'ment of fishing schools along our
er. lights artesian w»U. fireplace, sunbe
good
teamster
Good
pay
for
right
ilteraily alive with Chitons liner- : gen,ed -^^5^ by the Baptist La- _
Day ..
Mrs Wyllie was accompanist coast, the same benefit can come their home here.
parior. garage
FRANK B FRENCH
JOHNSON & MINK Union. Me
57-59 man
maid cradles), and
spe dies' Circle.
Stanley Tolman, youngest son of Tel 885-R. City
58*60
--j many other
.<
1 The Congregation Brotherhood. from these as does agriculture
HARD wood barrels for sale -ultsble
We stayed three
A secondhand fold door No 2 Frank
floats, all bunged
SAM SMALL
Without Calomel—And You'll Jump Out af cies of shells.
Mr. and 'Mrs George Hahn, son j and their families attended in a schools. A nautical schoolship for Walter Tolman has returned from for
lin
stove
wanted,
with
Are
dogs,
made
Tel 733-M
_________ _________ 56*58.
nights in a hotel at Key West, and
Bed in the Morning Rarin' to Ga
by Wood A- Bishop Write stating price
Robert and daughter Virginia. Mrs. body and by special invitation, the Maine is another logical idea, to Knox Hospital where he underwent
DARK loam for sale. $2 load del In to ERNEST A COMER care The CouThe liver should pour out two plnta of
collected on the nearby Keys of
an
appendix
operation.
train
our
Maine
youths
for
the
sea
Rockland and Thoma-i.on
For flowers rler-Oazett£________________________ 57-59
Edith Hoak and daughter, Elsie morning service at the Congrega
liquid bile into your bowels daily. If this
lawns
WILLIAM ANDERSON
Chico, Stock Island and others.
bile is not flowing freely, your food may
Mrs. Fred Merrifield and son and
It is because of Mayor Payne’s
COUPLE wanted to take charge of
of Waldoboro were guests Sunday tional Chrch, the sermon topic,
West Meadow Rd Tel 23-W
57-6E
not digest. It may just decay in the bowels.
stock farm ai: once
References re
Daphney,
Forsythias,
Red
Tril

"Some Things Mothers Can Do." past achievements in securing new Harry passed the weekend with Mr.
Css bloats up your stomach. You get consti
porc<
of Mr and Mrs. Newell Eugley.
quired
W O COLLINS. Rt 2. Morpated. You feel sour, sunk and the world
lium. Anemone, and Hepaticas are
18 oak chair, two show cases ANDDt rill. Me
57*59
and
reviving
old
industries
for
our
and
Mrs.
Clifton
ONeil.
The
lat

Special
music
included
"Mother"
looks punk.
The Woman's Club study unit will
SONS RESTAURANT. Thomaston
in bloom, and one azalea just beUSED upright piano wanted, plain
It takes those good, old Carter’s Little
and the duet "My Mother,” by Mrs. State and providing jobs for thou- ter was recent guest of Mr. and
57*59
meet
Thursday
afternoon
at
the
Liver Pills to get these two pints of bile I ginning to bloom.
case In good condition THOMAS PIANO
BIRD houses, flower trellises, garden ROOM. 33 Meguntlcook St, Camden.
flowing freely to make you feel "up and
home of Mrs. Everett Cunning Sidney Wyllie and Mrs. Clark sands.that his ideas are given the Mrs. Peary Merrifield.
fencing for sale, big assortment to pick Tel. 588_____________________________ 56*58
up. Amazing in making bile flow freely.
Norman W. Lermond,
' utmost consideration by the people.
Thurston Geason of Union was from, or build to your order RAYES
Ask for Carter’s Little Liver Pills by name,
ham. Papers and discussion will be French.
FURNITURE wanted to upholster
WOODCRAFT SHOP 14 Prevcott St
luf and 2tf. Stubbornly refuse anything elaw
Director I
------------------[ Many people who know Mayor weekend guest of Halver Hart, Jr.
T. J FLEM
cn "What is the Secret of America's
57-62 called for and delivered
ING
19 Birch St Tel 212-WK 40*42-If
! Payne can vouch that he is a man
Mr. and Mrs. Artist Pease were PIGS for sale, six Chester, etghk weeks
'Wealth?” by Mrs. George New- SOUTH THOMASTON
’ of his wdrd.
guests Sunday at S. B. Lermond's. old C T BURGESS. Union Me 57-59
bert; "Is America's Gold Hoard A
Forget-me-not Chapter, O E. S..
M
CERTTFIED Green Mountain seed po
Merle
F.
Dobbins.
Curse or a Blessing?" by Mrs. Chisie is sponsoring a card party tonight
tatoes for sale. *1 35 per bushel. E O
»
SPROWL. Searsmont Me
56-61
Trone; “How Should People on Re at the home of Mrs. Eva Sleeper,
♦
4
TO
LET
3
to
4
7
2
5
1
FTITED slab wood for sale. *5 cord;
were beautiful and cleverly done by
------------♦
lief Be Fed?" by Mrs. Frank Rowe, auspices of the Sewing Circle.
4-ft. slabs ln 2-cord lots. *7 Prompt ♦
It
'LOST
AND
FOUND;
de!
ROBERT BBANCY Liberty. Tel
z
Mrs.
Amos
Norton.
1
and
"Floodlighting
the
Job
'Mar

IO
II
8
9
12
23
Washington
57*59
ROOMS to let at 15 Orove St. Tel
Sunday School Party
Four decorated birthday cakes
ket,” by Mrs. Marion French.
W
579-W MRS FLORA COLUNB
57-tf
nS nvE-imom apgrtSiient to let: bath.
Over
60
members
of
the
local
Sun

1
i 14
which
graced
the
tables
were
the
Guernsey
and
Jersey
ELMER
DOW
15
13
Mrs.
Robert
Andrews,
Mr.
and
J
NOTICE—Is hereby given of the lose
56*58 garage Tel. 691 -M, West Meadow Rd
deposit book numbered 37651 and 270 Pleasant St . Tel 1044, City
Mrs. Sidney Vinal, Mr. and Mrs. day School and a few spectators work of Mrs. Clifford Dennison. Mrs. of
2o“
the owner of said book asks for du
SMALL Island for sale In Morse's Bay. _____________________________________ 58 60
19
18
participated
in
a
birthday
party
17
lb
James
Mitchell
and
Mrs.
Amos
Nor

plicate ln accordance with the pro Friendship; good camp.
land well
Bradley Pipkin, Mrs Mina Rines,
FIVE-room apartment to let. unfur
vision of the 8tate Law
ROCKLAND wooded E E PERKINS, Warren. 56*58 nlshed. hot and sold water, bath, on
w
arrived Saturday from Safety Har Friday night at the Grange hall ton. A generous serving of ribbon SAVINOS BANK, by Edward J Helller.
lb
Camden St. MRS MURCH. next door
25
2H
li
23
4'y
H
P
Knox
engine.
Jump
spark
rt
58-60
bor, Fla., where they had spent the honoring the second anniversary of ice cream completed the picture of Treas Rockland. Me . April 23. 1940
w
shaft and propeller, used less than 200 to 282 Camden St.
49*T 55 miles E O PE
PERKIN8. Warren
56*58
the
reorganization
of
the
Sunday
FURNISHED
apt to let. available
"The
End
of
A
Perfect
Day.
”
26
winter.
They
made
a
short
stay
in
31
30
19
17
HOUSE for sale at 41 Admontem Ave May 1 Oarage MRS A C JONES. 5
School by Miss Margaret McKnight,
Gold “Cross and Crown." pins
Boston.
W
Inquire at 49 CEDAR ST
56*56 Talbot Ave . Tel 576 ______________ 52 tf
FIVE room tenement to let. *12
>3
were awarded to Oliver Hamlin.
Mrs. Eila Lewis passed Friday at rural religious instructor.
RELIABLE seeds of all kinds at the
oldest seed store In the city C C. TIB month; water paid. Call 10 Fulton St.
An excellent program was carried Clayton Dennison. Robert Graves.
MISCELLANEOUS
the home of Mrs. Chester Wyllie.
Tel
1017-J, HERBERT B BARTER
BETTS. 288 Main St opposite Hotel
W
58-tf
Rockland___________________________ 56 tf
Harry Rowe of Ellsworth was out with prayer and songs, until Joan Baum, Isabelle, Victoria and
HALF house, attractive, unfurnished.
sw
everyone was in jolly good humor Marjorie Wiggin and Edwin Tyler.
UPRIGHT piano for sale: second
overnight
guest
Thursday
of
Mr.
AFTER this date I will pay only hand electric range F E HAVENER. 2 bedrooms, bath. Hvlng-dlnlng room,
4° 41
36 39
3b 37
and in a mood to appreciate stunt
those blUs contracted by myself JOHN 305 Broadway
Lisle 8t. TEL 757-R
and Mrs. Frank D. Rowe.
54*60 furnace, garage
H BREEN. JR. Rockland
56*58
____________________
56 60
features.
The
song,
"Stunting
To

FERTILIZER,
bone
meal,
sheep
man

Rev.
L.
Clark
French
attended
sss M3
M5
m4
MT. PLEASANT VALLEY PERMANENT waves for white hair by ure. nitrate of soda, same brands ss I FURNISHED heated apartment to lee
night"
was
followed
by
a
series
of
remote
control.
15
to
J7
Other
per

47
No.
Main
St
TEL
693.
Rockland
the recent Congregational Chris
aold jpast years Delivery service
YW
Miss Laura Erickson, 11 year old manents. SJ up AL'S HAIRDRESSING have
56-58
V L PACKARD. 45 Oranlte St . Tel.
wx
stunts presented by each class. Miss
M9
Mo
tian Conference in Portland.
47
4b
55-tf
TWO cottages for sale or to let. P
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Frank V. SALON. 286 Main street. Tel 826, City . 347-M. 55-65
W"
Miss Phyllis Perry has completed McKnight’s class of ten boys pre Erickson, was pleased to receive a
MUSCOVY ducks for sale; eggs for W SKAY. Crawford Lake Farm. Union
<\\\
MEN! WOMEN! WANT VIM’ Take raw
sss
56*58
52
51
15 eggs *125. also breedln,;
50
Her course at a senool of beauty sented an able manner, "The Sight letter from Commissioner of Agri oyster concentrates, stimulants and hatching.
stock
MASON JOHNSON. Pleasant
TWO-room furnished
apartment
other tonics ln 08TREX tablets to pep Gardens, Rockland.
Seers." and called forth many
56*58 with b» h to let. lights, heat. *5 we*k
culture
in
Portland,
and
has
part
culture Frank P. Washburn of Au up body Often needed after 40—by
5b
55
54
53
HARNESSES for sale, a set of heavy FOSS HOUSE. 77 Park St . Tel. 330
time work at Gilbert's Beauty Salon laughs. Mrs. Baum's class gave a gusta, informing her that her letter bodies lacking Iron, calcium, phos double
55-tf
harnesses In fine condition; a
phorus. Iodine. Vitamin BI, Get 35c
Spring
exercise
featuring
a
May1
in
Rockland.
single
heavy work harness ln good
APARTMENT to lb’, furnished and
today Call, write C. H MOOR &
59
5H
57
,
, .,
_ .
the lamb competition had been size
condition; both very cheap
ROSE heated at 14 MASONIC ST
57*59
CO . and all other good drug stores
The Senior class presented Friday
,
“
selected by the judges as one of the
53*65 HILL FARM, Owls Head. Tel 292 R
APARTMENT to let at 10 School St.
was
very
colorful
as
each
pupil
had
53-58
bl
night at Town hall, an adaption of
TEL 505 or 371-12
55*60
LAWNMOWERS, sharpened and re
two best for Knox County. She will
DRY fitted hard wood for sale. *10;
al red. called for and delivered
Tel.
Oliver Goldsmith's play, "She a lovely crepe paper costume.
ROOM to let. to clean and reliable
receive a fine lamb as a prize. Those
H H CRIE CO. 328 Main St 53-tf Junks, *10; dry soft wood, slabs kin erson. gentleman preferred MRS ERMrs. Tyler's class had a broad of the winners who keep their lambs
dling: dry pine boards under cover T.
Stoops to Conquer," which greatly
58-60
CALL Rockland 8anltary Service foi
VERTICAL (Cont.)
CARROLL. East Warren. Tel. Rock IEST PERRY. Rockville.
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
casting station • with real micro to the age of one year will be dependable hauling waste and ashes J.
pleased
the
large
audience
The
land 263-21
53-tf
THREE-room apt comfortably fur
18A
large
island
44Eternity
1-Puzzling question
ARTHUR ADOLPHSEN Tel. 1399 14-tt
COOK stoves for sale. *10 and up; nished. with toilet. Inquire 12 Knox St
19- Degree of magnetic
parts were well cast, and excellent phone and high class talent. Mrs. eligible to membership in a Junior
45- Rodent
5-Beseech
41-tf
WASTE and ashes removed reason all kinds of heaters C. E OROTTON, TEL 156-W.
conductance
46- Pronoun
able rates, dependable service. STAN 138 Camden St . Tel. 1091-W
9-Prefix. Before
ly directed by Edgar A. Comee. The Watts' class gave a play, showing a Sheep Association.
51 tf
FURNISHED apartment to let at 17
20Coagulated
portion
HALL.
Tel.
311
or
call
at
Hall
’
s
service
47Habitual
idleness
10-Edge
production is probably the most dif rehearsal for a musical and featured
FOUR acTes of shore property for Warren St. Apply to 11 JAMES ST.
Earl SL Clair burned over his station. Main and Winter Sts.
53-tf
of milk
49- Egyptian god
50-U
12-lnterdict
sale with chalet. 20 ft. by 20 ft. Nice
22-Crimson
ficult put on in recent years by Mrs. Nellie Wiggin as a tempermen- blueberry land Tuesday. A strong
50- Con junction
Are place.
Well wooded
At Ballard
HARDWARE store for sale or to let.,
14- Relieved
24- lndian Medical
Park
Apply C M BLAKE. Wallpaper with fixtures, shelves, etc F M TIB
51- Large deer
the senior class. Theresa Huntley, tal opera star. The hit of the eve breeze in the afternoon made it
15- Very warm
store. 662 Main St.
47-tf BETTS. 18 Washington 8t.. Camden.
Service (abbr.)
53- Part of a fish
17-Equip
ning was the marches and singing necessary to summon help as the fire
46-U
25-Golf mound
AT West Rockport, six-room house,
54- Country of Europe
19-Farm animal
of Mrs. Brown's Primary Class.
barn, cellar, spring well and 4 acres
apartment to let.
26-An insect
entered a large chopping filled with
(Answer To Previous Puzzle)
21-Comparative suffix 56- Middle
land; price *650. V. F STUDLEY, 283 $3.50 week
V. F STUDLEY. 77 Park
28-Mine entrances
Mrs. Sleeper’s class closed the old pine tops and brush, making a
23-Term of office of a 57- Scarf
Main St.. Rockland. Tel. 1154
47-tf St . TEL. 330 or 1154
55 tf
31-Fur-bearing animal
58- Likewise not
prior (pi.)
program
by
a
"Kitchen
Orchestra"
HOME of late Albion Palmer for sale.
UNFURNISHED apartment to let. Tel
hard hot afternoon work for over
34Check
60Pledge
under
seal
26- A dry measure
10 Jefferson St. Inquire 12 KNOX ST 629-M. ELLA COLLINS. 25 North Main
concert. All marched to the dining 40 volunteer aids armed with spray
35- Superlative suffix
61- An insect
49-tf St
55-tf
(abbr.)
36-Cover
Registered
number
I
7645
room
where,
to
the
tune
of
"Happy
ers and sprinklers. The fire was
BRBCKS tested seeds for sale H H
27- A beverage •
FOUR-room apartment to let. el)
37Bent
over
VERTICAL
CRIE
CO..
238
Main
St.,
Rockland
45-tf
modern
Apply at Camden and Rock
29-Australian bird
Birthday to You," they were seated subdued before sunset without any
will stand for service of
38- Peering
53-tf
80- Termination of
D. 8e H hard coal, egg, stove, nut land Water Co., TEL 634
at beautifuly decorated tables. The damage of consequence.
39- A large city (abbr.)
stud
at
Rose
Hill
Farm,
2Above
*14.50
per
ton,
del.
Household
soft
coal
FURNISHED rooms to let. dealz
nouns denoting
40- Sailor
*8 per ton. del. Nut size New River soft,
refreshments and decorations were
location. MRS. A. C. JONES, 5
3- Anger
William Niemi, with a crew of
vocation
Owls Head, Maine. For not screened *9 ton del.; screened. *10 able
Talbot Ave.. Tel. 578
126-tt
41- Chief actor
4-Ardent
in
charge
of
Mrs.
Annie
Dennison.
81- Over (contr.)
ton
del
Ask
for
swap
for
cash
eight,
Thomas
Monden,
W.
F.
Davis,
47- Tavern
5- Paid in advance
information and appoint tickets. M. B. & C. O. PERRY. 519 Malt
32-Accost
At
each
place
was
a
dainty
hand

O.
Merrill
and
A.
Merrill,
burned
48- Shade tree
Tel. 487.
53stf
6-Clear of
The gas liberated by the cartridge
83- Reduced in rank
ment call Rockland 292-R 8t.,HARD
made May basket filled with candy over their berry lands recently.
7- Part of verb "To be 50-Assist
wood per foot, _flWed_. *1.25
84- Narrates again
52-Young
goat
ln the new United States army rifle
8- Armed conflict
Sawed. *1.15, long. Sl.OS. M. B. St
and at one end of each table stood
38-Members of the
Horses are coming back. Testa
54- W rong-doing
PERRY. Tel. 487.
53-tf
11-Undressed timber
is used to reload fche chamber. The
have shown that horse power on
solar system
a
mammoth
Maybasket
filled
with
It
is
men
of
faith
that
will
save
55Preflx.
Not
,.
13-Tear
the farm Is one-third cheaper than
42- A letter
Ve*
57-Preposition
gifts of love for Miss McKnight the world, not men of knowledge.— tractors.
15- Pronoun
COUBIEB-GAZETTE WANT ADS gas is not used until the cartridge
43- Small island in
59-Egyptian god
63-65
16- Greek letter
and Mrs. Brown. These baskets Sir Wilfred Grenfell
inland waters
WORK WONDERS
leaves the barrel.

WARREN

Works For Others

M.35

In Everybody’s Column

WAKE UP YOUR
LIVER BILE-

Courier-Gazette Cross-Word Puzzle

1

i

1

Belgian Stallion
Bell Boy

VINALHAVEN
«««»
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Every-Other-Day

The North Haven High School Pilot

CAMDEN
GILBERT HARMON
Correspondent

MRS OSCAR C. LANE
Correspondent

Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Merchant
lave returned to Belfast having
[been guests of Mr. and Mrs. Vernard
rarren and Mr. and Mrs. Theron
imlth.
Ivan Nickerson Is home from
Ipringfleld, Mass., for a two week's
racation with his parents. Mr. and [
trs. Leroy Nickerson.
The Knit-Wits will meet tonight
rith Mrs. Elizabeth Davidson.
Preeman L. Roberts, Oscar C. i
jane, George A. Lawry and Leroy]
,mes, attended Masonic Grand
Ige. May 7-9 in Portland.
Miss Helen Erickson who visited
ter mother Mrs. Charles Erickson,
[the past week, returned Monday to
Augusta.
Wendall Smith was home from
Stonington for over Sundav.
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar C. Lane re
turned Friday from a few days visit
with Mr. and Mrs. Bert Smith Port
land.
Mrs. Mary Cassie arrived home
Saturday from Worcester, Mass.,
where she passed the winter with
[relatives.
Miss Lucy Lane, has returned
jfrom Boston and is guest of Mrs.
[Carrie Fifleld.
Mrs. Emma Smith' has returned
’rom Rockland, where she pa sed
:he winter with relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. Langtry Smith have
•eturned from a visit with their son.
Valter Smith in Whitinsville. Mass.
The Mother and Daughter Club
let Friday with Mrs. Marion Little
field. Honors at cards were award
ed Mrs. Evie Hennigar and Mrs.
ra Ingerson.
Harold Vinal arrived from New
York. Monday and is at his summer
tome, The Moors. Lane's Island.
Mrs Robert Oeorgeson is in Port
land to visit her brother Ernest
latch.
Mrs. Linwood Wedge of Cranberry
Island was recent guest of Mr. and
| Mrs. John Nelson.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Osgood reIl limed Friday from Halfway Rock
jht, Portland.
Carl Anderson who was in town
tailed by death of his father
Charles Anderson has returned to
| New York.
Thomas Polk, who is a patient at
Massachusetts General Hospital.
^Boston where he underwent a sur
gical operation, recently received i
From schoolmates and friends of
;his town a large Maybasket filled
With gifts, including money, candy,
fruit, etc.
The sale of Finnish buttons, by
Woodcock-Cassie-Coombs Post A. L.
and Auxiliary, netted the sum of
131.75. This sum’ has been for
warded to the Finnish Relief com
mittee. for their worthy cause.
Mrs. Henley Gamer who was re
cent guest of her parents Mr. and
Mrs. I. O. Calderwood. has returned
to her home in Skowhegan.
J. Haldene Roberts of Philadel
phia is in town for the Summer.
Oeorge Oray was home over Sun
day from Stonington.
Miss Hester Brown, a student at
Ballard s Business School in Rock
land passed the weekend with her
parents Mr. and Mrs. Elisha Brown
Mrs. Isaac Calderwood returned
Friday from Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Lewis were
Rockland visitors Friday.
Ocean Bound Rebekah Lodge will
meet tonight. Members will take
With red and
a box lunch which will be served at prlnted on fine

MARJORIE MILLS BROADCAST
Monday through Friday at 1.30 P. M., over Stations WNAC, Boston;
WTAG, W'orcester; WCSH, Portland; WICC, Bridgeport; WTIC, Hart
ford; WEAN, Providence; WLBZ, Bangor.

'Bel. 713

otuon, slices wholewheat or white
i bread.
Season ground meat well with
salt and pepper. Make into flat
cakes to fit between slices of bread.
Saute in skillet until brown and
thoroughly cooked.
MENU

Breakfast
TTie furnished rooms, done by Is still open to you and In every
Chilled Pineapple Juice
Sir Knights of the Camden Com- decorators In the different stores, letter were hearing enthusiastic
Prepared Cereal
mandery, Knights Templar, who at have never been so lovely, so indi praise for it from people who have
Dropped Eggs on Dark Toast
tended the sessions of the Grand vidual and so easy to adapt to what
already received it. Send a Welch
Coffee
Commandery in Portland Thursday one already owns or can afford to
Grape
Juice label and 26 cent., Io
Lunch
were Benjamin Burkett. Fessenden buy, It seems to us. Just now these
Ace Broth
W. MlllerA-din L. Hopkins, Finiay rooms are blossoming forth with Marjorie Mills, Yankee Network,
"Oolf Sandwiches
H. Calder, Frederick B. Jagels, the loveliest summer chintzes, In Boston, Mass., or to Welch Grape
'Banana Rhubarb Betty
Charles C. Wood, Elmer E. Joyce, expensive took cottons for slip cov Juice Company, Westfield, N. Y..
'Spiced Grapefruit Peel
M. Alton Frenh. Harold Ames, Capt. er* behind which you can conceal and get this long slim sharp KutTetley Tea
LeRoy Ames and John L. Tewks the ungainly bulk of the chair that
Dinner
was a wedding present years ago master knife. Ideal for cutting cold
bury.
and
Is
toe
comfortable
to
discard,
meats
or
cheese
into
handsome
tlitn
Shepherd's
Pie
The Fire Department answered a
Tossed Green Salad
call Monday afternoon at the Stalk And isn't it wonderful to have slip slices.
Send to Marjorie Mills, Yankee [
Nut Bread
er garage on Dillingham's point, cover and drapery fabrics grouped
•Kre-mel Surprise Souffle
caused by the spreading of a grass for color and design by experts so Network, Boston, Mass., for the free
Coffee
your room, when finished, won't be recipe books, too. You surely want
fire
•Recipes given.
a garbled collection of colors and the banana book—a stunning and
Mrs Stonle Jameson is guest of
V-----------------materials that makes faces at each useful book of banana recipes. It's
Mr. and Mrs. C H. Morris in Cam
new—and you’ll use it constantly, NORTH HAVEN
other.
bridge, Mass.
We wanted to settle down for the we predict. And ask for the free
Mr. and Mrs. C. Bonnie Quinn
(Mr. and Mrs. Charles M Spruce summer In one sun room done with Nestle recipe book, for recipes using
and
young son Paul returned Sat
an ddaughter Elaine spent Sunday dark green furniture, padded for Nestle Semi-sweet chocolate, and
urday from Boston. Paul has been
In Bradley.
comfort with white background the big illustrated Good Luck recipe a patient at the Deaconess Hospital
The Baptist Ladies Circle will chintz in ivy design. One whole wall book at the same time.
the past five weeks.
The Editorial Staff—Ba< k row: R. Crowell, R. Bloom, L. Haskell, R. Water
hold its last meeting of the season of the room was hung fr6m floor to
Anti now for the kind of "interior
Mr. and Mrs Charles Brown went
man. K. Beverage, E. Ilopkins. Front row: F. Brown, D. Thayer, I).
Wednesday afternoon with the an ceiling with white mull and the four decoration" Vo which this column if
Saturday to Rutherford, N. J„
Grant, P. Thayer, G. Beverage, S. Gillis.
nual birthday party. Refreshments comers of the room were papered supposed to be dedicated.
where they will spend a few weeks
will be served. The committee con with panel. of the ivy chintz. Bpurk- Banana Rhubarb Brity
at their winter home.
Three-fourths pound rhubarb, ’«
sists of Miss Teresa Arau. Mrs. ling crystal lamps and accessories
Mrs. Victor L Walker recently
Lydia Conant. Mrs. Emeline Sykes, made the room ps cool as a mtnt cup brown sugar, 14 cups buttered entertained at a children’s dinner
bread crumbs, 1 large Meloripe ba- party in honor cf her daughter.
and Mrs. Charles Wood.
Julep.
And another room we couldn't , nana, nutmeg,
Mrs. Grace Bemis will be hostess
Judith Lynn's third birthday. The
tb the Methodist Ladles Aid of the bear to leave had deep powder blue | Wash and dice rhubarb, mix with dining room was decorated in red
walls,
Victorian
rose-splashed [sugar and allow to stand for half
Wednesday at 2 o'clock at her home
and blue with candles and a tray
cherry and green chintz covers for, an hour Arrange alternate layers bearing the birthday cake, cooxy
on Harden avenue.
Norman Marrlner, a student at the chairs and wide-ruffled voluml-1 of ciumbs. sliced banana and menagerie, and favors as the table
the University of Maine, was week nous hangings at the window of (sugarerd rhubarb in buttered bak- centerpiece.
The guests were
Top with crumbs, Rosanne Burgess. Bodine Macdon
end guest of his parents, Mr. and crisp white mull with one big motlff Ing dish.
from the chintz appliqued on the I sprinkle with nutmeg and bake In ald, James MacDonald. Jeannette
Mrs. Earl Marrlner.
curtains. The plain powder blue] a moderate oven <350 degrees F )
Mr. and Mrs. Clinton Brackett
Hopkins. Diane Thayer, and Doug
and two children of Rockland, and rug matched the walls and the for 30 to 40 minut“s
lass Stone and the mothers. Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. James iLaverie of crystal lamps wore shades of red Kremel Surprise Souffle
Barbara Joy and Miss Abby Sar
One and one-half cups Kre-mel gent assisted the hostess in serving.
Union were guests Sunday of Mrs. glazed paper with top and bottom
surprise, 2 tablespoons cornstarch,
fluting of white net.
Maud Porter. Park street.
O.
yes,
and
here's
an
idea
you
j
1 cup milk. 1 teaspoon vanilla. 4
Mrs. Edward Payson and infant
MEDOMAK
might
like
to
adopt
for
disguising
eggs yolks. 4 egg whites
daughter have returned home from
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Day of
the
fireplace
during
the
summer
Measure
the
Kre-mel
Surprise
Community Hospital.
Friendship were recent callers at
months.
In
this
particular
room
a
1
and
cornstarch
Into
a
saucepan,
The Ladies Bowling Club will
the home of Freda Collair.ore.
hold its annual banquet June 5 at rounded screen of the rose chintz j Add milk and stir over a low fire
Mr. and iMrs. Theodore McLain
had
been
fitted
into
the
fireplace
,
until
mixture
reaches
boiling
point,
Beach Inn, Lincolnville. The com
and
daughter passed an evening in
opening as background and then, Cool until lukewarm. Add vanilla
mittee is: Ethel Anderson. Ruth the
iron grate was filled with huckle-j and unbeaten egg yolks. Stir until Rockland recently.
Ayers, Evelyn Goodwin, Marie
Mr and Mrs. Horace Smith of
berry sprays. In other rooms we've well blended. Fold into stiffly
O®rien, Ethel Oliver, Evelyn Wil
Stowe visited recently at L. W.
beaten
egg
whites.
Pour
Into
oiled
son. and Phyllis Bond. All those seen a fan of fluted white paper
baking dish. Place baking dish In Osier's.
planning to attend the banquet filling the fireplace opening and
Mrs. Etta Teel and Edith Gilmore
Senior Class- -Front row; F. Brown, I). Grant. S. Gillis. Back row: R.
pan
of hot water and bake until
must notify Ethel Anderson by serving as background for bouquets
Waterman, L. Haskell, K. Beverage
of South Hiram were recent guests
of rhododendron leaves or other firm In a moderate oven <350 de
June 1. Those desiring transporta
of their sister, Mrs. Theodore Mc
clusters of cool green foliage. That grees F.) about one hour. Serve
tion are asked to contack Evelyn
Lain.
yawning, black fireplace opening immediately with whipped cream
Goodwin.
Mrs. A R Benedict was at her
or sauce. Serves six.
isn’t attractive in summer.
Mrs. Susie Berry of Staten Island.
summer home a few days recently.
If you hurry, you can get "under Spiced Grapefruit Peel
N Y.. is visiting her sister, Mis.
Astor Willey and Verg Prior were
'For Mrs. A. H G., Barnet. Vt.)
the wire" on the G. Washington
Maud A. Porter.
visitors Friday in Rtckland.
Six
quarts
grapefruit
peel.
24
Yellow Band and Brown Band Ace
Mrs. Eugene C. C. Rich is visit
Mrs Elie Carter and son of Thom
Broth offer. For the best hundred quarts white sugar, 1 pint vinegar,
ing Mr. Rich in New York City.
aston visited Sunday at Norman
letters sent during the week ending • cunce whole cloves, 4 package
Miss Evelyn Stinson is employed
Carter's.
May 15, telling how you use G. stick cinnamon.
Mrs Maxine Thompson and
at Poland s Restaurant
Washington Broth Aces, G. Wash- | Peel grapefruit carefuly so there
daughter of Friendship spent Sun
Mrs. Edwy L. Taylor and daugh
ingten Is going to give away 100
nc Inilt left on rind. Cut rind
ter, Angeline, of New Haven, Conn, Pyrex saucepans. These are the! Into two-inch lengths and measure day with Mr. and Mr... Orin McLain.
Mrs. Annie Elwell returned Sun
spent the weekend at "Hurricane quart and a half size, with a top. ] until there are six quarts of peel,
day to her home in Loudvillfe.
House."
and a removable handle. Their re- Soak overnight in cold water and
Mr. and Mrs. Fied Pearson and
tail value is $1.25. They're a won dram. Cover with water and bring
Buy Yourself rich—through claason, Ronald, and Willard Joyce of
derful gift and If you act quickly to a boil, then discard water. Do
South Weymouth, Mass., were In you may be one of the winners. Send this three times, cooking rind until ilfled offers
town over the weekend.
your letters to Marjorie Mills, Yan tender In third cooking. Drain
Walter Rich of New York city is kee etwork. Boston, Mass.
and add to syrup made of the other
spending a few days in town.
The Welch Kutmaster Knife offer . ingredients.
Cook peel slightly
The yacht Shrew, owned by E.
■
and bottle while hot, leaving clove
J. Conquest of Bangor, was
and cinnamon in syrup. Makes 14
launched Saturday from the Rail SOUTH WARREN
gallons
HEED THIS ADVICE I
A good sized delegation from this kJf Sandwich*,
way and the Nordlys, formerly
Lydia B. Plnkham'a Vegetable Com
pound
TABLETS help thoicsanda of
owned by (Jol. Edwy. L. Taylor and and neighboring towns witnessed
One cup beef, 1 cup veal, 1 cup
women thru "trying time*". The
recently bought by George F. Eaton the launching Saturday at Gray's pork, ground together, 1 teaspoon
way they help relieve female func
tional dlatreaa with Ita nervous,
of Bangor, was launched last week Boat Shop.
salt, 4 teaspoon pepper, butter, 1
moody spells la often amazing. They
Mr. and Mrs N. B. Copeland of
ALSO help build up rlcb red blood
and has left for summer yachting
tablespoon Worcestershire sauoe,
wblcb means more strength!
Thomaston and their guests Mr.
at Buck s Harbor.
4 tablespoons chopped Spanish
M. and Mrs. John L. Tewksbury and Mrs. Merritt Robinson and Mrs.
Hatch of Lynn, Mass., were recent
spent the weekend in Boston.
Student Body—Front row: T. Parsons, L. Gregory, W. Hopkins, V.
f I ALWAYS SMOKE
Beverage. S. Gillis. Second row: D. Thayer, R. Crowell, F. Brown, E.
L^Forest Leland and Ruth Mank. callers at C. J. Copeland's.
Several from here observed Hos
Ilopkins. P. Thayer, D. Stone. Third row: G. Young, H. Haskell, H. Joyce,
both of this town were married Sat
SLOWER BURNING CLICKS
D. Grant. Fourth row: L. Haskell, D. Greenlaw, R, Waterman, R. Bloom.
urday night in Searsport by Rev. pital Day Sunday by visiting the
CAMELS. THEY BUNN
K. Beverage.
WITH ME ALL WAYS—
Arthur Hamilton. The attendants Soldier's Home In Togus.
Mr and Mrs. L. B Wood of MltliSLOWER AND GIVE ME
silver cover, and
Jcke Edltor—Richard Waterman, members of the last two graduat- were Louise Mank, sister of the
FROM CAMELS EXTRA
stock . North Ha- 40
11,18 Masses,
bride, and Estelle Beverage of Hope, necket were weekend guests at O. A.
EXTRA
MILDNESS
Copeland's.
They
were
accompan

«•
Ttie issue is dedicated by the 1938
FLAVOR TO THE EXTRA
and Buford Sleeper. Mr. and Mrs.
Ouy Snowman has returned from ven High Schools paper, “The Senior Class to "those people who Ann Dyer, living In North Haven.
ied to Warren by Mrs. Mary Clem
Leland left on a wedding trip to
Stonington.
Pilot" again comes from the press of
supported us in all our unVirginia
Beverage,
attending
ents who had spent the winter In
Conway, N. H. They will make
Mothers Day. was observed Sun The Courier-Gazette, a striking ex- dertakings. the Mothers and Fathers Northeastern Conservatory of MuMillinocket with her daughter Mrs.
their home on Central street.
day at Union Church. Decorations ample of the work done in Fore- of the high school students."
Violet Brimigion.
sic, Bangor, Maine.
Strange Cargo" with Clark
were of flowering plants and large man Neil S. Pe-Tys job department.Youthful editors who contributedHugh Parsons,
working in North ’ Oable an”dJoan Crawford wlll play
vases of carnations. Rev. Kenneth It is the15th annual edition, and to that department were "A Stu- Haven.
More than 900 American cities
| at the
Theatre Wednesday
Cook, gave an impressive and in here is the cast of characters, as dent." Pauline Thayer, RichardErnest Brown,
working in North. and
with a supporttn'g have airports but no regular air
spiring sermon, his theme “A they used to say In the old theatri- Bloom, and Grace Beverage. The Haven,
service.
cast including Ian Hunter, Peter
Mother at the Foot of the Cross." cal days:
literary offerings are presented by j Franklin Waterman, working In Loree, Paul Lukas, and A. Dekker.
The vested choir sang, "The Way Editorial Board
The average horse-power of the
Lewis Haskell, Donald Stone, Doro- North Haven.
The feature today Is "Adventure In
automobile engine has increased 300 [
of that Mother of Mine." Dorothy
Editor—Keith Beverage, '40
thy Thayer, George Young. Rich- 1939
Diamonds'' with George Brent and
Bennet soloist, sang "Silver Threads Assistant Editor—Robert Crow- ard Bloom, Lillian Gregory. William , Virginia Joyce (Mrs. George
percent since 1920.
Isa Miranda.
Among the Gold." These babies eil
R. Hopkins. Richard Waterman,' Brown) living in North Haven.
were baptised: Curtis Raymond
Literary Editor—Frances Brown, Hershall Haskell, Cornelius MeLawrence Beverage, employed In Follies-Recital
New Undtr-arm
Webster, son of Mr. and Mrs. Curtis 40
GiUlcuddy, Frances Brown, Doro- Boston.
Rehearsals lor the High School
Webster;
Nina Hazel Hanley,
Business Manager—Lewis Has- thy Grant, Robert Crowell, Emery
Arthur Beverage, Jr. attending Follies and Dance Recital, which Cream Deodorant
i Hopkins and Harold Joyce.
1 tire University of Maine.
saftly
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. James kell, '40.
will be given this year in a Joint
Assistant Business Manager— j A budding crop of poets is found
Ida Wooster, living in North Ha- program at the Opera House, May
Hanley; Elizabeth Marta Gray,
Stops Perspiration
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Roswell Richard Bloom, '41.
in Dorothy Grant, Dorothy Thayer, ven.
24, are showing marked progress in
Alumni Editor—Shirley Gillis, '40. Shirley Gillis, Victor Beverage, ’ Beatrice Mills, taking a Postgrad- dance routines and vocal numbers,
Gray; Lawrence Wyman Davidson,
In recent laboratory teats, CAMELS bnrned 25% s/owor than the aver
Assistant Alumni Editor—Grace William Hcpkins, Thelma Parsons, uate Course at North Haven High and much Intensive practice is
son of Mr. and Mrs. Alec Davidson;
age af the 15 other of the largest-seIRng brands tested-slower than
Pauline Thayer. Frances Brown.
School.
Harry Les Conway, son of Mr. and Beverage, '42.
planned by the 75 students taking
•ny af them. That meant, on the average, a smoking plus equal to
Exchange Editor—Pauline Thayer.
The Alumni department shows
Sherman Cooper, living in North part to make this program a per
Mrs. Max Conway. '
•42.
the present whereabouts of the Haven.
fect evening of entertainment.
Miss Doris Heald, who is in
GROSS NECK
Lord and daughter of Rockland who spent the winter in Florida, was charge of the program, will pre
Pearl Simmons spent a few days GLEN COVE
sent her Rockland and Camden
recently visited Mrs. Mary A. a caller here Wednesday.
recently with his family In North
Mrs. Maiigaret Gregory returned
1. Does not rot dresses, does
dancing pupils in their usual fine
FOR EXTRA MILDNESS,
Gregory.
Waldoboro.
Parker Merriam made a short call
not irritate skin.
(Saturday from Camden Community
and
professional-like
manner.
2. Nowaitingtodry.Canbeused
Mr. and Mrs. Al. Martin and on the Hill Saturday.
Mrs. Aaron Nash of West Waldo , Hospital where she had received
EXTRA COOLNESS, EXTRA FLAVORSeveral new numbers from the
right after shaving.
daughter Elaine of Bangor were Miss Sadie Kelly visited Wednes
boro called Sunday on her sister treatment several weeks.
3. Instantly stops perspiration
High School have been added this
visitors at the home of Mr. and day with Mrs. Ethel Cargill.
Mrs. Ida Waltz.
for 1 to 3 days. Removes odor
week as new talent has been dis
•Mr.
and
Mrs.
Ovilia
Russeau
^rs.
Frank
Seavey
recently.
from perspiration.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Eugley and
Mail man Ed. Allen is back on the covered. Each year unexpected
,
who
have
been
occupying
the
EdI
____________
4.
Apure,white,greaseless,stain

Mrs. Charles L. Eugley have been
route
again.
less
vanishing cream.
performers come forward to add a
|
win
Hall
property
on
Warrenton.
ARRY
H
,j
,
recent Rockland visitors.
5. Artid has been awarded the
Mrs. Nan Burns, son Harry and new note of entertainment.
'street, have moved to one of the LLAKKl rilLL
Approval Sea I of (he American
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Eugley and Davis apartments in Rockland.
5 Mrs. Emma Jackson is making a guest Miss McCann of Syracuse,
Tickets can now be bought from
Institute of Laundering for
McClellan Eugley of Augusta called
called Sunday on relatives here.
High School students and Dancing
being harmless to fabrics.
Mr.
and
M*s.
Walter
Crossman
short
visit
with
her
daughter
i.i
on relatives and friends here recent
'Mrs. Marion Smith of Versailles, School pupils.
23 MILLION jata of Arrid
of Bangor were recent guests of Wells.
ly.
have been aold. Tty a jar today I
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Fraser and Conn., is visiting her mother, Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Hall of War
The
highest
recorded
guest
of
Gussie
Ross.
daughter
Jane
of
Phillips
are
visit

Water rings on varnished furnl- renton.
Earl Miller and family of Warren wind in this country was at the rate
Rev. and Mrs. Wesley Stuart ing her parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. E.
,ure often can be removed by rub
all store* eslllaa toilet floods
spent
Sunday with Mrs. Annie of 231 miles an hour, atop Mount jyCsJer Al (also
la 10^ aao
bing them with a cloth dipped' In and son John of Gape Neddick, Burns.
Washington, N. H., on April 12, 1934.
Joseph Wentworth ol Camden, Miller.

RIDDLE-AGE
WOMEN

5 EXTRA SMOKES PER PACK!

CAMELS

ARRID

camphor.

Mrs. Eva Chaples, Mrs. Sherman

SLOW-BURNING COSTLIER TOBACCOS
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SOUTH HOPE
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Rolfe of Headof-the-Lake arc at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. William Rolfe.
Mr. and Mrs. G F Taylor of Bel
fast were visitors Sunday at C. B.
Taylor's.
Mrs. Knight of Brooklin, Mass,
is with her daughter Mrs. Harvey
Willis for the summer.
Mrs. Herbert Esancy of South
China visited her sister Mrs. W. C.
Wellman several days recently.
Their mother Mrs Eleanor Payson
who is with Mrs. Wellman remains
quite ill.
E. E Mills and Mr and Mrs Er
nest Maxfield of Rockland were
guests Sunday of Mr. Mills’ parents
Mr. and Mrs. L. L. Mills.
Miss Virginia Dunbar dined Sun
day at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Emery in Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Overlock of
South Warren were recent callers
on Miss Hattie A. Boggs.
Mr. and Mrs F. Berry Gould and
children of South Union. Mrs. Kate
Oould of Rockland and Mrs. H. A
Hart visited Sunday with Mrs.
Hart's daughter Miss Anne Hart
1 in Orono. Miss Hart is a senior at
Front row. left to right: Mrs. Frank Priest. Mrs. Alice Lane, Mrs. Annie Gardner. Mrs. A. T. Carroll and Mrs. the University of Maine.
Wilma Rhodes, the oldest and youngest mothers. Bark row: Rev. and Mrs. C. Vaughn Overman.
—Photo by Dow.

Mother’s Day In Rockport

Mr. and Mrs. James Mathews of
Camp Hill, Penna.. are visiting his
mother, Mrs. Clara Mathews.
Tire We-Two Club members were
entertained last night at the home
of Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Ingalls, with |
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Knights as
sistant hosts. Following the business
meeting the evening was spent play
ing games and the serving of re
freshments concluded the meeting.
Mr. and Mrs. Forest Stone and Mr.
and Mrs. Albert Elliot are to plan
the next meeting. Those members
present were Mr. and Mrs. Forrest
Grafton, Mr. and Mrs. Clayton
Staples, Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence i
Carroll. Mr. and Mrs. Stone and Mr.
and Mrs. Elliot.
Tickets are now on sale for the
turkey supper to be held Thursday
night at 6.30 at the Congregational
vestry.
Members of the Garden Club were
entertained Thursday at the home
of Mrs. WUliun T. Flint. During ,
the business meeting it was voted i
to contribute $15 toward the fund
Mother's Day was observed at handsome shoulder bouquet had were found to be three present of SPRUCE HEAD
Kenneth Drinkwater has returned
for keeping the High School grounds |
been prepared for the oldest mother almost equal age. while in the
In condition this summer. Tickets lde Rockport Baptist Church Sunyounger
class,
two
were
tied
for
the
:
°
Portland after a weeks visit with
present, the youngest mother, and
for the lecture and luncheon to be day. each mother present being pre
honor,
so
additional
bouquets
were
t
'
ls
grandparents Mr and Mrs. J. B.
the mother with the most children
held at the Blaine Mansion May 16 , sented with a basket of -pansies. 22 yj
lc jast „
bon
, went to Mrs Hattie prepared and presented by Rev. and Drinkwater
. ..v
unor
E A Clark is ill at the home of
were distributed. Mrs. Albert B
given
given out.
out. In
In addition
addition aa Rhodes.
Rhodes. In the eldest class there Mrs. C. Vaughn Overman.
Elliot read a poem. "Garden Lovus''
his daughter Mrs Harry Allard.
by Gertrude Ryan, and Mrs. Forest
George M Snow who has been
and Mrs. Arthur McDonald sub-1 her daughter. Mrs. E L. Durost. In j Miller. Miss Amesbury, who had
W. Stone read an article on “The
confined to the house by illness is
stituting. High scores were held South Portland. Funeral services' been a resident of this town 25
Portland Vase. ’ A discussion fol
much improved.
by Mrs. Harold F. Dana. Mrs. May- will be held Wednesday at 1.39 at years, was born in Rockport June
lowed concerning the most inter
Lavon B Godfrey and Miss Ethel
nard Spear, and Mrs. Flint.
Mrs the Rich Funeral Home, 11 Mellen \ 16. 1860. daughter of Winthrop and
esting or oldest vase brought to the
Holbrook were supper guests Sunday
Fred Overlock will be hostess Fri-i street. Portland. Interment witn, Theresa (Russell* Amesbury.
meeting by the members, and a day.
| prayer will be at the Thomaston! She is survived by one brother, of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Grant in
prize was awarded Mrs. Lee W.
Friendship.
yjlc r r
Mrs. Harriet Tillson and Mrs I cemetery, Wednesday at 4.30
: Eugene Amesbury, of Portland.
Walker
for her vase. The program i _
, Ore~ „
Everett E. Elwell has signed up on
Was in charae nf vir/
Dorothy _Horsley went this mom-;i Mrs.
Dawscn
Brewer
returned
three
nieces,
and
several
Mrs. Dawscn Brewer returned ,
■
was in charge of Mrs. Josephine
.
, i
w v
will nf the lobster smack Silas Me Loon for
Ktnno and
„ ln8 to Portland to attend the Pyth- Sunday after a weeks visit in cousins. Rev. H F. Leach will of-|
a trip to Nova Scotia.
Mr
<MV.;
Parker McKellar and son Robert
home of Mrs George Newbert. in
Mrs Carrie Philbrock went tojlnR there Saturday for her.
interment wil. be in Rockport.
and Mr. and Mrs. Charles McKellar
Warren. Mrs Frank Rowe and Mrs Owls Head tcday t0 vtsit untU Fri'
Xlr and Mrs Raymond Oray and '
Auburn I The mer.u for the public supper at of W'arren called Monday on Mrs.
William Barrett of Warren are in day Mrs plora Kal!och “ wltb Miss Nancy HaushiU of
1 Thomaston Congregational Church i Callie Morrill,
charge of the program.
I Levi 663vey during her absence.
were weekend guests of Mrs. Gray's
Mrs. Janet Lea of Clark Island
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon SpauldMrs
Lydia Saucier returned sut*r' Mrs. Gleason Cogan and Mr. vestry Thursday night at 6 30 is
is visiting her sister Mrs. Robert
roast
stuffed
turkey,
mashed
pota

ing and daughters. Charlene and' home Friday after two weeks' vtsit O°san.
toes. peas, green salad, dark bread, Stewart at her cottage on Spruce
Anita, of Stonington, were week- with her brother, in Danvers. Mas, prra( por Music Lovers
doughnuts, pies and coffee. 50 cents. Head Island.
end guests of his parents, Mr
Mr and Mrs. George Bragdon
a spring concert will be given at —adv.
Mrs. Callie Morrill was hostess to
58-It
and Mrs Alonzo Spaulding, at the and son James, returned yesterday the Baptist auditorium Wednesday ;
the bridge club Wednesday, prizes
Spaulding summer cottage. "Oor- to Vinalhaven having spent the night at 7 30. The Baptist Choral
going to Mrs. Alice Allard and Miss
nowawa,” at Holiday Beach.
| weekend in Franklin and Thom- Society' and the Gardiner Choral Lemon Juice Recipe Ethel Holbrook.
The Contract Club met at the aston
Society will unite in such great Checks Rheumatic
Clifford Elwell of Burnt Island
home of Mrs. William T. Flint Fri
Mr. and Mrs. Merritt Robinson works as: Allelujah Amen by Han-'
Coast Guard Station called last
day afternoon with three tables have returned to Lynn. Mass . after ' del; How Lovely is Thy Dwelling j
Pain Quickly
Tuesday on his mother Mrs. L. C.
you suffer from rheumatic, ar
being guests of Mr. and Mrs. Nathan Place by Brahms; Onward Ye Peo- '
Elwell.
'Tla,;dn wnn
r w m tm ’
‘ Y0U
X2SC KS
Philip M York is on 10 days leave
Mrs Lilia Williams of Waldoboro Nathaniel Detts; Moods of Nature are using Oet a package of RuK\|from White Head Coast Guard
passed the weekend with Mr. and by Stillman Kelley.
' Compound today. Mix U with a quart gtation
Mrs. Orvel Williams, returning to
Mrs. Sylphaetta Butterfield Pot- : ? w,ur' *dd the »u;c* °f 4 lemon*
Mr. ar.d Mrs. Darrell L Mann and
, _
.
—
Its easy No trouble at all and oleas
Waldoboro last night.
icr
0I uaramer
me'1
t Tmj DM.d only , Ub,espoonsfulI daughter June were business vlsiter of
Gardiner win
will conauci
conduct. The
Miss Letitia Creighton went yes Little Symphony Orchestra. Luther two times a day Often within 48 hours I tors In Portland recently
terday to Danbury, Conn., where
are obtained U the pains do not quick- (
she is to spend the summer.
the program. Among the 17 play- ly leave and If you do not feel better i North Carolina grows more gar
will cost you nothing to try
Mrs. Dcnald F Perron went last ers are numbered some of the lead- Ru-Ex
Ru-Ex Compound la for sale and recom den crops for home use than any
night to Fairfield where she was j^g instrumentalists in this see mended by C H Moor & Company and
i other state.
good drug stores everywhere.
the rpeaker at the First Baptist t(On
I Church the pulpit of which is ocThese soloists, all devoted stucupied by Rev. Roy H Short, for- dents cf their art. will delight their
, merly pastor of the local Baptist hearers: Miss Florence Moody, soChurch.
prano. Miss Alice Scott, seprano,
HOUSE OF THE SEVEN GABLES”
Mrs Maude Webber, chairman jjrs £ieanor pjeming. contralto of
of the Baptist public supper Wed Gardiner Choral Society; and Mrs i
nesday, will be assisted by Mrs. Faith U. Brown, mezzo. Byron A
Nellie Orff, Mrs Mabel Achorn. Knowlton, baritone. William T
Mrs. Eunice Tillson. Mrs. Edith SlnUh_ Jr barltonc. of Baptist
Chapman and Mrs Gladys Condcn Choral Society; and Mrs. Anna
The Ladies' Circle will have a busi Clifford, cellist of Friendship.
ness meeting at 5 o'clock, preceding
A sliver collection will be taken. I
the supper, and in the evening the Thc music cf
master „ p!cai.
spring concert will be held in the ant „ut „duous
prcpare
auditorium
execution is an inspiration to perMr and Mrs. Stanley Kalloch of formcr cnd ,lstener al;kc
Gardiner passed the weekend with
his parents Mr and Mrs. Arthur • Miss Mabel• Amesburv
Kalloch.
Funeral services will be held this i
Word lias been received here of aiterncon at 2 o'clock lor Miss '
the sudden death of Mrs. Ella F. T. Amesbury, alio died Saturday
Williams, May 12. at thc home of, at the home of her cousin. Murray

KEEPS
WHITE
HOUSES

ager. Bernard Andrews. 1941; pho
tograph editor. Warren Barrows,
1941;
business
representatives,
Charles Hare. Barbara Richardson,
Rockport High School
Gladys Noyes; circulation managers,
Paper, Excellent Issue,
Elbert Ramquest. Helen Hakko,
Blanche Collins; reporters. Lucille
Dedicated To Alumni
Dean. Norma Hoyle, and others
A distinct credit to thc students wl,ose names appear in their deof Rockport High School is "The
ls No , (Volump
Tatler which has just made its and is dedicated to the loyal alumni
appearance with Carroll Richards of Hockport High, sincerely hoping
as editor-in-chief and Maurice they will find some pleasure therein.
Marston as managing editor. Others
Editorials on timely topics were
who played a prominent part in contributed by Maurice Marston,
this fine school publication were:
Richards Esq. 41. Those who furBusiness manager. Edith Cavan-1 nished articles or poems for the
augh. 1941: athletic editors, Con- literary department were Richards,
stance Lane. J942. David R. Eaton. Esq.. Norma Hoyle. Frederick Cav1942; alumni editor, Dorothy Keller. anaugh. Orris Burns. Josephine
1941; literary editor. Carolyn An- puts, Blanche Collins. Carolyn An
drews. 1941; news editor. Frederick drews, Gerald Richards. Rita Cash,
Cavanaugh, 1941; advertising man- Margaret Walker. Mary Hawkins,
Annie Childs. Betty Cavanaugh. Alfamily back to this country, where lcne Keller, and Helen Hall
The alumni department is an es
he eventually secures a new position
pecially complete one. Members
as manager of an alcohol plant in of the last two graduating classes
Kansas How he struggles to make are now located as follows;
a success of it makes a worthwhile Class of 1938
story.
Claire Cavanaugh—Rockport, em
Mariana, by Sally Salminen.
ployed by Mrs. Mildred Colby.
Tlie story of how a proud and
Kenneth Daucctt—Fort Benning,
sensitive young Finnish girl, after Ga„ Corporal Co. D. 18th Combat
working in a store marries a young Engineer. U. S. Army.
Beatrice Lane—Rockport.
farmer only to find that farm work
Elizabeth Lane — Mrs. Glenn
taxes her strength beyond endur Smith. Rockport.
ance. A dramatic story of a wom
Edward Noyes—Rockport, helper
an's conquering of fear and her ac Clement Smith. Nash dealer.
Edwin Sinnett—Rockville.
ceptance ot an abiding and de
Arlene Tominski—Rockport.
manding love.
Donald Welt—Rockport.
ing love.
Lillian
Whitmore — Worcester,
Mr. Skeffington. by "Elizabeth.'' Mass. Senior at Becker College.
The story of the greatest beauty <Ta»s nf 1939
in England, who wondered what t s‘dney Andrews West Rockport,
tic. wm.ua
Km...
■sststant postmaster at West Rocklife would have been like, married | port post
Attending Ballard
to one of those other beaux, and Business School. Rockland.
decided to find out. A portrait of
Alma Annis—Mrs. Warren Ulmer,
the feminine heart, in words few South Thomaston.
Robert Cain—Rockport, employed
authors could equal, by one of Eng
by Carlton French Co Camden.
land's wittiest writers.
Vera Easton—Rockport.
Books of lighter fiction:
Phyllis Crockett—Rockport, clerk,
Man on Horseback, by B. M. Crocketts 5 and 10c store. Rockland.
Evan Grant—C.C.C. Camp BarBower
Case of the Baited Hook, Erie ' ra£,k?' ®rid*ton'
Ethel Hall — Mrs. Robert Cain,
Stanley Gardner.
I Rockport.
Saddle and Ride. Ernest Haycox.
Walter Bryant—Simonton’s Cor
Beloved Buff, Louise P Hauck.
ner.
Lyle Noyes—Rockport.
Death Came Dancing. Katherine
Robert Marcello—Simonton's Cor
M. Knight.
ner.
TW World ls Like That, Kathleen
Frederick Quimby—Rockpori.
Norris.
Earl Upham—Union
‘Thus Doctor Mallory, Elizabeth
Dorothy Kimball—Rockport.
Pauline Tatham—Glen Cove.
Seifert.
Marion Taylor—Glen Cove.
Man the Devil Didn't Want, Per
Orace Zoppina—Rockport.
cival Wren.
This Side of Glory, Owen Brlsior.
The Morning is Near Us, Susan I
Olaspell.
The Swan of Usk, Helen Ashton
(Historical novel).
Telephone 1121 and reserve any of j
the above titles. You will be noti- I
fled when they are ready for you. I

The Tatler Is Out

IN THE PUBLIC LIBRARY
Ruth L. Rogers, Librarian
Every week-day: 9 a. m. to 8.30 p

m.

"It is books that teach us to re
fine our pleasures when young, and
to recall them with satisfaction
when we are old.—Leigh Hunt.
The circulation records show that
1650 more books have been loaned
from Nov. 1, 1939 to April 30, 1940
than for the same period last year.
One needs but once glance at these
records to tell them that the library
is a busy place these days.
New books that have been re
ceived since our last Library' Notes
appeared are:
How to read a book, by Mortimer
J. Adler. Dr. Adler proceeds with
the startling statement that most
readers do not know how to read.
He explains his ideas on the sub
ject and shows the average person
how to enjoy and benefit from thc
great books of the world. This
book includes a list of great books.
No place like home, by Patience.
Richard and Johnny Abbe.
These three children revisit all
the places in Europe with which
they were familiar before the war.
reporting what they saw and what
they believe to be the matter with
conditions abroad. These delight
ful children will be remembered as
tire authors of "Around the World
in Eleven Years."
Calvin Coolidge by Claude M.
Fuess.
A biography prepared with the
help of Mrs. Coolidge and the late
Frank W. Stearns. It is Illled with
Interesting anecdotes and sidelights
of many well-known Americas.
Collected Poems, by A E House
man.
This new volume presents for the
first time all of this modern Eng
lish Poet's verse, bringing it to
gether from numerous and scattered
sources. A Pulitzer Prize Book.
A Doctor's Holiday In Iran, by
Rosalie S. Morton.
The author writes with enthusi
asm of her travels in Iran. Her
special interests being hospitals
and the position of women. A very
interesting and readable book.
The Well-Tempered Listener, by
Deems Taylor.
The well-known music ccmentator
writes about composers, interpreters
and listeners, past and present.
Thc book is based upon his Sun
day afternoon radio talks with many
additions.
The Red Saint, by Warwick Deep
ig A w’ell-written novel of love
and adventure set against the back
ground of the Barons' War in Eng
land.
Chad Hanna, by Waiter D.
Edmonds.
A novel with fine character
studies and a good historical back
ground of upstate New York, a cen
tury ago. A New York orphan boytravels with a circus, first as a
"hand," later rises to ring master,
and eventually becomes owner of
one of the greatest circus of the
day.
Thc Trees, by Conrad Richter.
A story of early pioneer life in
what is now Ohio. The character J
portrayal of Say-ward, eldest daugh
ter of thc Luckqtt's and back bone
of the family is outstanding. The
bock has many human interests as
well as literary merits.
Three's a Crew, by Katherine
Pinkerton.
The author writes a delightful
personal story of how she, her hus
band and their little daughter faced
the problems of home making on
a small cruiser on the West Coast.
A fascinating story.
Dildo Cay. by Nelson Hayes.
This colorful story of business,
family loyalty ind love Is laid on
With George Sanders, Vincent Price and Margaret Lindsay.—adv.
one of the Calces Islands, north ol
Haiti. The book is noteworthy for
its excellent color and interesting
features.
Bethel Merriday, by Sinclair
Lewis.
•
The experiences cf a talented
young girl who determines to be
an actress and how she eventually
succeeds. The scene is laid in Con
necticut, New York and various
cities of the Middle West. Written
in the usual "Lewis" manner and
should appeal to most readers.
Decade 1929-1939 by Stephen
Longstreet.
A novel of the past ten years of
American bu iness and social life.
A very thoughtful and entertaining
cook.
The Power and the Glory, by
Phyllis Bentley.
An historical novel laid against
the background of England's Civil
War. It is the story of the daugh
ter of a cloth manufacturer in
Yorkshire, who has only her own
courage and faith to fall back upon
when those she loves fight and
21
perish in opposite causes. All the
characters are real. An interesting
drama of love and strife.
Their own Country, by Alice Teas
It’s just a tiny newspaper want ad, so small they hardly can find it,
dale
Hobart.
but the results it brings! You'll scream at what It does for the Jones
Following his forced resignation
Family In “On Their Own," 20th Century-Fox’s newest comedy film.
Above are: June Carlson (Lury), Spring Ryingion (Ma), Florence Roberts from the Ameriran oil company in

“TWO GIRLS ON BROADWAY’

THURSDAY

SAY PAINTERS AND HOME

OWNERS ABOUT THIS NEW
DU PONT HOUSE PAINT!
U PONT House Paint is being ac
claimed by painters and home
owners everywhere! It keeps white
houses whiter because it literally cleans
itself. With every heavy rain, accumu
lated dirt washes away . . . leaving
your house clean, white!
Home owners are enthusiastic be
cause Du Pont House Paint is eco
nomical, too. It costs les3 to apply
than-cheap paints. And its brilliant
whiteness needs fewer repaintings ...
it’s a money-saver! Have your paint
ing contractor use Du Pont House
Paint on your home. $3 CQ gaj

D

Also in Colors

7*5 MAIN ST.,

ROCKLAND, ME.

PAINTS
LOOK BETTER

LAS1 10NGER

SAVE MONEY

WANT-ADS

AT PARK TODAY AND WEDNESDAY

AT STRAND WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY

J. A. JAMESON CO.

SELL wuk

Joan Blondell, George Murphy, Lana Turner
in "Two Girls on Broadway”
with a musical background telling
the story of two sisters who journey 1
from a small Mid-Western town to 1
New York City in an attempt to j
crash the big time shows. The ro-j
mance centers about the love of'
Miss Turner and Murphy, tt>- the two girls for the same boy, |i
’ nepier with Jean Blondell headline hoofer Eddie Kerns, portrayed b

The screen's newest dance team,
composed of Lana Turner and
' George Murphy, makes its bow in
, the streamlined musical "Two Girls
I on Broadway.”

tiie e-.a of this dramatic jiiodiieiiuu (Murphy tun

J iGiaim)), Urtl llouell I Jo.

Ill, gill)

E.ruige Finest (Roger),—mil,

j China, Stephen dha-e brings hi/

See the 39 DeSoto Features You’re
Missing in Your 1936-’37-’38 Car!
fERE
ARE a few of the 39
e

H

new features De Solo has
that you are missing in your
2- 3- or 4-year-old car!
• New headlights that give
50% to 65% better road light!
• Scats that are up to 8" wider
than you hate now!
• In most cases, from 5 to 15
more horsepower than you’ve
been enjoying.
• A wheelbase frequently 5"
to 10" longer than yours.
• A 10-bag luggage locker
that’s lighted inside.
• Advanced styling—a new
Handy-Shift steering post
gear shift —a new Floating
Ride —and many other ex

amples of brilliant Chrysler
Corporation engineering!

See us today. Drive the one
1940 car that hasa/f 39 new
features your 1936, ’37 or
’38 car lacks and see how
much comfort and conven
ience you are missing. Re
member, this great DeSoto
is built by Chrysler Corpora
tion. That means fine engi
neering-highest car quality!

Prices J20 to *48 Lower
than Last Year
De Soto’s new lower prices
plus our high trade-in allow
ances make it easy for you
to own this big, fine car.
You won’t find a better deal
anywhere. See us today!

MUNSEY AUTO SALES
LIMEROC K STREET,

For a Good
DeakSee

ROCKLAND, ME.

DESOTO
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Every-Other-Day

OCl ETY.

White Ribboners

NOT MANY, BUT NICE TIME

To Present Pageant

Observe Child Health
Day and Mother’s Day—
Delegates Chosen

Maine Children of Ameri- j
can Revolution To Have
First State Conference

Taming Wild Flowers

This And That

To Be Gov. Aiken’s Sub
ject At Mrs. Lewis O.
Barrows’ Garden Party

"The Taming of Wild Flowers” is
the subject of the illustrated lec
ture to be given by Oov. George D.
Aiken pf Vermont in Cony High
School. Alumni Hall Thursday
afternoon May 16, at 2 o'clock as a
By K. S. F.
part of the pregram planned by
Mrs. Lewis O. Barrows, a member
Attention parents! Little children of the Garden Club Federation of
on bicycles and tricycles arc all too | Maine, for her garden party for
frequently in the streets near cor ' Federation members. It was neces
ners where it is hard for cars to sary to change the place for the
see them in turning, especially if | lecture, planned at first for the
there is a rise of ground or fence House of Representatives, when
for the summer.
near said corner. Something should Mrs. Lucius D. Barrows, director
Mrs. Carl Borgerson. Mrs. C. Earle
be done before a life is thrown j of Kennebec Region and chairman
Ludwick
and
Mrs.
Nettie
B.
Frost,
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Estes are in
away and great sorrow and distress (f the advance registration of FedBoston, where their son Morton will were dinner guests Saturday night
caused.
I eratlon members, reported. May 2,
of
their
daughters
and
their
guests
)
| receive surgical treatment. Mrs.
that more than 1,000 members had
at
the
Borgerson
camp
at
Ash
Point.
Estes will be away about two months
One looks for a bright musical1 acCfpted Mrs. Lewis O. Barrows in
celebrated his sixth birthday anniversary Saturday afternoon with a party chud
training.
Mr. Estes to return in a few days.
future for Rockland after listening 1 yna(jQd> Gov. Aiken will be acMr. and Mrs. Stephen Mardes. at the home of his parents. In the above photo are: William Pease, Sum- i
_ _
.
A service for White Ribbon Re
ner Ward host, I.ynn Tibbetts, Malcolm Clark. Billy Mi-Loon and Douglas
and
children.
Marilyn
and
Walter,
to that excellent concert at the fOmpanicd by Mrs. Aiken. Mrs.
Mrs. Charles M. Richardson, was
Green were invited but did not attend. Games were played and refresh cruits was conducted by Mrs Emery,
High School. Much praise should ciarence g Beverage of Augusta,
who
have
been
guests
over
the
hostess to Corner Club Friday after
ments served the guests.—Photo by Blackinton.
with Mrs. Lillian Joyce soloist, the
be said of the infinite care that the president of the Garden Club Fednoon, at the home of Mrs. I. J. * weekend of Mr. and Mrs. Leroy
white ribbon was tied on the wrist
teachers have taken in tlieir train- eralion 0[ Maine will introduce
Shuman. Mrs. Mida Packard won [Bridges, have rturned to Newton
Capt. and Mrs. Ernest F. Ginn of j Miss Margaret Hauck of Orono of all the children, and cards signed
ing work. Such sweet fresh voices. qcv Aiken. A reception and tea
Mass.
high score at bridge.
Portland were down last weekend was a weekend guest at the home of denoting the mothers desire to train
balances of tone, perfect attacks, jor t|ie gUests 0[ honor and FederaMr. and Mrs. Fred Berry Gould. opening the Old Homestead and Air. and Mrs. Walter C. Ladd.
the child in the principles of total
excellcnt shadings and rich quail- [ t|on members will be held at Blaine
Mrs. L E McRae and Mrs. C. H
abstinence, purity, reverence and
ties of voice especially among those; Rouse, following the lecture. In
Berry, entertained at a handker Mrs. Hazel Hart and Mrs. Kate i Crow’s Nest at Ginns Point. CresAdriel U. Bird visited his Rock the courage to do right.
Miss Carmela Appleby of Lisbon fine male voices that rang out with the receiving line will be Gov. arid
chief shower, Friday afternoon, at Gould spent Mothers Day In Orono, cent Beach, for the summer.
land home over the w’eekend.
Favors were given all the child Falls, State president of the Maine zest and beauty of quality as did Mrs George D. Aiken of Vermont,
the former’s home on Maverick visiting Miss Annie Hart, student at
Children of the American Revolution.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Arthur
Robinson
of
|
ren. donated by the J. J. Newberry
street, in honor of Mrs. R. E. Estes, the University of Maine.
—Photo by Roger Paul Jordan. the lovely fresh voices of the pretty Gov. and Mrs. Lewis O Barrows,
Walter
Bay,
Who
has
been
a
visiNatick. Mass., opened their cottage
Co., Woolworths. Crockett s 5 A- 10,
girls.
AdJ. Gen. James W. Hanson. Mrs.
who has gone to Boston for two
Miss Julia Ilttlefield returned yes- 1 Robinhood at Ginn s Point. Crescenttor at the family's Ash Point home Corner Drug Store. Sheldon's and
• • * *
Clarence S. Beverage. Oarden Club
months. There were thre<^ tables terday from a weekend spent at her Beach. last weekend.
siah,
with
Miss
Carmcta
Appleby,
! left yesterday for Philadelphia,
Oofkaurs.
Refreshments
were
Vegetables
arc
being
omitted
from
Federation president; Mrs. Lucius
of centract in play other guests en
State president, presiding. The
home in Stillwater.
_____
served by the hostesses.
joying a social time. Honors went
guest of honor will be the National ' the menu at a Continental Prison d. Barrows, director of Kennebec
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Blackington
Kennedy Crane is spending the
Following the program a business
as a punishment for disturbances. Region; Mrs. George S. Williams,
to Mrs. Earl R. Oowell. Mrs Fred
President, Mrs.’John Morrison Kerr, i
Dr and Mrs. Edward W. Pcaslee had as weekend guests Mr. and Mrs.. week m New York
session was held and these dele-I[ of Washington, D. C. The meeting ' Sad. sad. "No peas for the wicked." president of the Kennebec Valley
erick H Bird and Mrs. Frederick went this morning to Burlington, P E. Morris of Kansas City and Mr. j
Garden Club and Miss Laura B
I Tripp. Five o'clock tea was served. Vt., to attend the 64th annual meet and Mrs. Harold Blackington and! (Mr. and Mrs. Frank Maxey have gates appointed for the County Con-1 will start at 10 a. m. Luncheon will
Sanborn, president of tire Augusta
returned from a trip to New York vention meeting in Friendship, | be served at noon, followed by a I In 150 years tire center of popu,
i
ing of the Vermont State Dental son Harold of Malden. Mass.
Mr. and Mrs.’ Preston W. Gray
i World's Fair, accompanied by Mr, Thursday afternoon and evening. I Memorial Service for Revolutionary j lation of the United States h»’ Nature Club, the two local feder
Society at the Hotel Van Ness. Dr.
shifted from Maryland to Indiana. ated groups assisting as hostess
Land family of Orrington. and Mr.
i and Mrs. Harold Walts and Miss Ex-officio. Mrs. Clara Emery, Miss I Soldiers in old Eastern cemetery.
Mrs. Willis H. Anderson
Pcaslee will appear as a clinician
• • • •
"and Mrs Richard Emery were din
Florence Hastings. Miss Edwina I
clubs.
surprised
hostess
last
week
on
the
,
Watts
of
Belmont,
Mass,
In
the
afternoon
there
will
be
on the program, his subject "Ju
Jipson. Mrs. Kate Brawn, Mrs.1
Shirts arc the most prominent
Assisting hostesses with Mrs. Govner guests Sunday of Mr and Mrs. venile Dentistry for the General
, presented a historical pageant "In
occasion of her birthday to the fol
Rounds Mothers' Class will meet Florence Pike. Mrs. Alice Kltteridge'
Npw
written for thls j part of boys wearing apparel these , rrnor Barrows will be Mrs. Fred R.
James W. Emery, Limerock street.
lowing guests: Mrs. E. J. Bernier, ' at the Congregational Church WedPractioner."
days and how they do flap in the ] Lord, Mrs. Francis H. Farnum.
delegates: Mrs. Susie Lamb. Mrs.
Other callers during the day were
John Mrs.
Thompson.
Albert Bouflard of Damarls- j Mrs.
Marshall.
Pauline Mrs
BrrX Wsd8y'
SUPPCr * *'Minnie Cross Mrs Mar*aret Hud* occa’ion by Miss Appleby. The | breezes.
I Mrs. Milton S Kimball, members
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Hilton and Miss
Mrs
pagvant is in five episodes, and will |
served at 6.30.
son. Mrs. Amelia Johnson. Mrs.
• * • •
i of the Kennebec Valley Garden
Cynthia Tibbetts of Broad Cove. Mr. cotta was in the city Sunday.
be
presented
in
costume
by
four
of
;
Mrs. J. C. Cunningham, Mrs. Carl I
It was Armand Loriaux, a Bel- Club, that sponsored and planted
Josephine Grover, Mrs. Nellie Ma the Societies as follows:
and Mrs. Theodore Sylvester and
Benson. Mrs. Olive M Sylvester
Members of Winslow-Holbrook
' gian, who perfected the uniform the Lilac Friendship Hedge at Blaine
j
. j . v.
----------- ----------- ----gune. Mrs. Etta Stoddard. Mrs.
sons. Teddy and Harlan, Mrs.
Miss Mertie Young has gone to _
Episode l—A Pu-ltan Home
Elizabeth Ljwrenre 8-xlety at Bath i tone accordion which permitted tire House, inviting the federated clubs
Christine Dorr and Mis> Cora Boston for medical treatment.
Bictanore, Mrs Edith Greg
I honors going to Mrs. Thompson and erans Administration Facilities, hos- I
ory, Miss Lena Miller; alternates: Mistress Bradley. Dlot(^rrollf)r c>rr<nt<T 1 same tone to be played on out and to join in the project
3orr. extending Mother s Day greetMrs. Marshall, and terminated in a pita 1 <jay, Sunday were Mrs. Ann
aev Bradley, d’uehter Jean Stanton in bellows
Dr. Henry B Pierson, State cnMrs. Rosalie Witham of NobleMiss Ernestine Getchell. Miss Ber- B"
ngs to Mrs. Emery and congratula
Abigail Bradley rhlld Camilla Deering I
luncheon lurnished by the guests. , Alden, Mrs Delia Day. Mrs Mary
tomoligist, and bis assistants will
tha Oberton, Miss Mabel Spring. , Mistress Eliza Perkins.
tions to Mr. Emery on his recovery boro was in the city Sunday.
The hostess was the recipient of a' Dinsmore. Mrs. Bernice Jackson Miss Alma Young. Mis. Jeannette MistressLucy Hooper. ^vYrg'inu' AndrJ
"Anyone who keeps his thoughts be at the State Park to give inforrom recent illness.
Fred Pierce gave a birthday party Maybasket filled with gifts, as was an(] jjj-s Minnie Smith, also Mrs. Dunton. Mrs. Etta TTiom».oOn. Mrs. ^rnuTm
Joanne^' nlled wilh«r*titude> Pralse and 'nation on trees, shrubs, ferns and
at his home on Park street yester Mrs. Sylvester, whose birthday oc- Lillian Alden of the Union unit and Louise Ingraham. Mrs. Francis Hall Master Thomas Jennings
“ | thanks will find happiness, aflection j flowers. The state police and the
, Earl J. Alden of Winslow-Holbrook
day. The guests were Mr. and Mrs. cured a few days later.
Episode 2 iMontpeii^ m^naa10”* I and success.” Whomsoever had this Augusta City Police will work toMrs. Lena Stevens. Mrs. Beatrice,
post.
Port Western Society of August
Carl Borgerson and son Donald and
thought knew life
gether in the traffic and the park
Brown.
I General Knox.
Virginia Spear
Monday Niters were entertained
• • • •
Mrs. S. O Hurd. South Thomaston.
ing of cars at Cony High School
ladvKunx
Constance Kennhon
last night at the home of Miss Doris
' f’apt Thomas Vo*e
Joy. <> K'mball
CURLS AMI All THAT
Mr Pierce prepared the luncheon
The person who uses his feet and at the State Park near the
Mrs
Voae.
Elizabeth
Llttlehe'd
Hyler. prizes going to Mrs. William
I For The Courier-Gazette]
General David Cobb.
Jovre Phltbrlck , more than his head often lias Blaine Hcuae.
He was the recipient of many gifts,
("For twelve years
Mrs Cobb
Hooper, Mrs. John Mills, Mrs. Aus Alas alas for souls
M area ret Hanks .
among which were two nice birth
Judge
Joseph
Pierce.
Whose
hair
Is
straight
and
wiry;
Bertha Townsend Welch
jsvnr
Phtibrtck trouble keeping them shod.
if has sat ed me
tin Huntley and Miss Ruth Hatcn, They sit beneath the healer
Mr# Plr're
Eeanor Barley
day cakes. The happy party mo
Episode
3
Two
Hero
ne*
of
1C12
Until
their
brains
are
Aery
time and money"
consolation to Mrs. Arthur Bow ley.
Boston Newspaper Pays I Arundel Society of Kennebunkport
tored to Dorman's ice cream parlors
Relief bills are apt to make tax- MRS. ANNIE M. SIMMONS
make appearance worthy
Bates, mother.
Marilyn Stetens
Mrs Hooper received the door prize. To
Mrs. Oicar Ander
Fine Tribute To Emly • Mrs
Of times and sesaon'a mod".
in the afternoon and thus ended
Funeral services were held Sat
Rebecca Ba- e>. daughter
payers
wonder If the New Deal Is
sen. Ysrtmus
Mrs. Cecil Murphy Will be hostess And keep that rerta’n rode
Eliza belli Evans
Webb, Formerly of
another milestone in the host's
.
| With the youthful fluriT
not in reality an almsministration urday from the home at 132 LimeHeights, N. Y.
I Abigail Bates, daughter
next week.
Dorotbv Waterhouse mostly.
career.
I Days come and go with case
rock street for Mrs. Annie M Sim
Rockland
Mary Ann Bates child Birba’-a Evans!
----------I While locks set drab and messy,
• • • •
mons, widow of Capt. Oilbert E.
I
Mlnetta
Page
child.
Dorothy Parsons
Mrs. H, N McDougall and daugh- 1 Hair dressers must be sought
Ainia Whitman
Mrs. L. W. Spencer has returned
j
„ To keep one sweet and dressy,
Under the caption “Our Gracious , {emlma Pendletnn
Simmons.
The
3,000-foot
arllfl
El
Capitan
In
ters Elizabeth. Evelyn and Frances |
'
i Aminat FlttcnCr,
He’en Evans
to New Haven. Conn., after visiting , _
,,
18o underneath the hood
, l adies the Boston Traveler of May D >rcas Pa-r
All e Whltehuist the Yosemite Valley is called the
Mrs. Simmons was born in Tops
of Portland arc guests of Mrs. Mc- We sit with durance vile;
Goodni i n Tilden.
William Ham i
her parents. Mr. and Mrs. W. N.
, 7 had the following to say abcut a Ma • rr R wley.
A
rendezvous
with
heat,
field.
youngest daughter of Samuel
John
Ban
than
world
s
biggest
piece
of
unliacturcd
Dougalls sister, Mrs. P. L. Roberts An artificial smile
Episode 4 Yankee Clipper Dxv*
Hooper.
former Rockland girl:
and Elmira (Hill) Elliott and the
William Fairfield Society of Portland granite.
in Jericho. Long Island. N. Y. "Tire | Oh. Joy. 'tls our delight
• • • •
"My whole house
Cupt Benjamin Fulton, grand
• • • •
last of a family of six children. As
conducted by Mrs. ] And fervent recommend
father,
Paul Veazle
The Dorcas Club Monday attend Maine Maid"
slays clean longer
___
..
, To patronize the beauty shop
Attractive, friendly and magnetic, Grandm
a young girl the went with her
Hher
Fulton.
Franreit
Mouret
labor
leaders
seem
to
have
gone
. . . with 'Pyrofax1 ed the fine picture "Pinocchio" in Roberts had 500 patrons on Mother s And gain in looks no end
Emily Webb hails from Rockland, I Juii- Fviton. daughter. eaiiY Goding i
C*U' They have been treated mother to reside in Waldoboro, and
Day and 100 were turned away Eacli I Bockland
K 8 F
an^r
Waldoboro. Mrs. Elmer S Bird be
gas.
Me. ... A graduate of Simmons Col- | nnr> N<-d
lcv,
with t0° much respect. It Is feared there she met and was married to
lady was presented with a corsage.
------------------Beverly Beal I
lege
she entered
dnr- Sarah
Winslow,
Mrs.Norman Ruehle, ing hostess, with her car.
■tge sne
enterea war
war in
in Maine
Maine our
Hr
winslowmother.
child p.tricia Piper by many.
iCapt. Simmons. To them were
and
the
tables
and
rooms
were
I
COURIER-GAZETTE
WANT
ADS
Garden City, Mich.
Victor Veazle
lng the last World War and helped Jim Win-dow. child
| granted 58 years of happily mar
elaborately
decorated
with
Spring
I
WORK WONDERS
__
,
.
. ,
, ,
. 1
Episode 5 Our Amerlci
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Teel. Miss
operate a restaurant for girls who1
Flnale
ried life. Five children were born.
In
the
middle
ages
when
no
man
Mildred Dow and Virgil Tait. visited flowers.
All. assisted by OencrM Dearborn
were doing men's work in factories
Her youngest daughter died In
Society of Gard her
was
really
an
artist
almost
every
John Luke at the Stinson Hospital,
Narrai or, Ml s Appleby
and storej . . . Assisted with the
’ young womanhood, a loss from
man
tried
to
be
one
end
seme
suc

At
the
home
cf
her
parents.
Mr.
Today
and
Wednesday
in Bangor, where he is confined,
Many members o( the Daughters
canning of fruits and vegetables and
which Mrs. Simmons never fully
ceeded.
GEORGE SANDERS
last Friday. He is expected to re and Mrs. Robert Pendleton, Friday,
carried soups and other necessities . of the American Revolution from
• • • •
recovered.
Evelyn
Pendleton
celebrated
her
VINCENT PRICE
to victims of the influenza epidemic.! various parts of the slate will 8tturn home this wee*:.
Mrs. Simmons was a member of
More than l.OOO.OCO babies were
"'Pyrofax' gas
eighth birthday with games, follow"HOUSE OF SEVEN GABLES”
Her experiences fostered an active [ tend. Among those bringing gnet- born in hospitals In the United the Baptist Church She was a de
rind a Glemvood
li g refreshments at Chisholm's 6pa
interest in the restaurant business, (ings will be Miss Margaret Mclllroy. States in 1038 and more babies voted wife and mother, loyal to her
range is the per
Prize-winners were Betty Pendleton
Mrs. Helen Waltz
THURSDAY
and she came to Boston after the State Regent of the Daughters and lived ,han ,n gny parUer vcar Hos., home and a friend to everyone.
fect combination
and Priscilla Boardman. Other
wild
war and took over the management i Roy A. Evans, State President' pita Is arc the greatest 11‘c savers. I Surviving are two daughters. Mrs,
lor perfect broil
guests were Ruth Bowlcy, Jacque
Miss Merion Wallace
of the restaurant for the Business of the Sons of the American Revo• • • •
I Mddred Sprague, Mrs. Cora E.
ing."
line Orispi, Janice Stanley, Barbara
Are Now Associated With
Woinen's Club , . . Later, she oper- lution.
What a rare old philosopher was Delano of Rockland; two sons, John
Mrs. H. L. Humfridge,
Clark,
Dawn
Low,
Patricia
WhitePayson’s Beauty Salon
ated the Girls' City Club Restaurant j The National president. Mrs. Kerr. Sir Philip Sidney who gave tills L. Simmons of Waldoboro and El
Pl. Myers, Fla.
73 PARK ST..
ROCKLAND. ME. hill. Frances Rets. Joanne Chis
and, in 1924, opened her own estab- will broadcast over WCSH on Ma; ' sound advice. "It Is the temper of bridge a Simmons of Rockland;
58-60 holm and Elizabeth Brewster.
lishment . . She finds the psy- 25 from 6.30 to 6 45. Mrs. Anne Sno ’ i the highest hearts to strive most 17 grandchildren. 18 great-grand
chology of presenting food to the1 of Rockland after showing "Mont- upwards when they arc most bur children, and two grcal-gTeatpublic a continual fascination, and pelier is to entertain at luncheon dened."
grandchildren
Plus Tally-Ho, $25.
as a business woman has developed at "Green Gables' in Camden,
The bearers were her grandsons,
May
17
is
the
date
for
the
Aroo

Children's
Matinee
4
P.
M.
—
10c
For Enduring Beauty
tolerance, understanding, patience
■
stook County Music Festival that Walter, Gilbert and Chester Delano
'7 wonder bow I
and humor . . . Evidently a success- ; slie js a|so a mriI14,er 0( t,hf Woman’s this year will be held at Presque and grandson-in-law, David Post.
...at Low Cost
ever baked with
ful employer, she numbers among1 City Club, a member of the 6immons Isle. This Is a really excellent thing Interment was In Friendship.
out automatic tem
i
her employes one who has been College Club and an active nicmoer the Aroostook County people have I
perature control."
with her 13 ycqfs and another who of Emmanuel Church
every year and much pride and' Frank Blackington. who has
Mrt, R. IF. Smith,
has served her for 12 years . . . Her
talent Is observed. Tills year the llc,'n confined to his home for five
Plymouth, N. II.
Beacon Hill apartment, facing IMf'lRT'H HOPF
Festival will be known as the Aroo- months, Is able to be out In his
Wednesday-Thursday
i Louisburg square, is furnished with .
, ,
,.
iii
Mrs. Arthur Ludwig is visiting stook Spring Concert and Is spon- y»ld. alld would be pleased to hare
lovely old pieces and she has colsored by the music clubs ol Caribou callers.
_____________
, , .
,
I her parent.". In Lincolnville,
lected a prize array of Steuben glass i
’
and Presque Isle.
With an innate liking for all I
and ®*rs- Stanley Hall of New
u
things connected with liomemaking, | London. Conn, were recent guests
Husband: "Wliat! Two new hate
N EW... a pure white
she thoroughly enjoys c .oking. sew- ! °t
alld ^rs- Willard Hall. On already? Doesn't that wre.k our
Sure, it's Lana
lug and keeping house . . Loves ! their r eturn they were accompanied
ODORLESS*
Turner... and
budget?'
traveling and lias been abroad three | t>.v Mrs. Clara Hall, who returned
GAS SERVICE
cream which SAFELY
how she gets
Wife: "Of course not. Darling
times including a North Cape cruise.' Sunday.
her man! It's
Don t you recall that we made a
k For Homes Beyond the Ges Meins
GET OUR FREE ADVICE
REMOVES HAIR
a Mediterranean cruise and jaunts | Willard Wentworth and Allle liberal allowance lor overhead ex
streamlined
to Havana and Jamaica, as well as' Allen wer< recent business callers
Before you paint—stop in and talk it
penses?"
e When women like "Pyrofax" Gas
romance
over with us. We can give you a lot of
• • • •
Service so well they voluntarily tell
holiday scouting about our own in Palmyra.
.set to
helpful suggestions that will aave you
ut about it, don't you think you ought
United
States
.
.
President
of
the
Cecil
Morton
and
Harold
Morton
A
really
marvelous
piece of work
time
—
and
money.
music I
to try it? For you, too, will save time
I Bobton chapter of the Altrusa Club, were recent guests of their sister, is being done on the road up over
and money with this dean, convenient,
Mrs. Nathan Pease.
the sightly hill and hr front of the
always dependable fuel that burns
just like city gas. We'll deliver and
FOR
GAY,
COLORFUL
FURNITURE
Mrs. Ivic Bennett has employment late Luke Brewster home.
install "Pyrofax" gas regulating equip
• • • •
in South Paris.
ment to your home now for only
Horseshoe tossing is again popu
ORA PM it 5
|—
$9.75! Call us today.
ONC-COAT MAGIC
Mrs. Julia Lindstrom passed the
lar and why It ever lost favor It's
weekend with Mrs. Annie Pease.
hard to say. It Is one of the
116. U. S. PAT. OFF.
Earl Ludwig is In Boston on busi simple but delightful exercise games
THEATRE
ness.
DUCO gives jewel-bright beauty to old,
that any man or woman, boy or
1. A fragrant white cream with
shabby furniture. Easy to apply; dries quickly
Visitors Sunday at Hilltop Farm gir[ c^n i)€C0Ine expert in with little
out any bad odor.*
WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY
without showing laps or brush-marks; doesn’t
| were Mr. and Mrs James Pease and thoughtful practlce and why not?
2. Painless , . . not messy. . .
Six Men and a Girl of the Tropica i family of Rockland, Mr and Mrs. |
chip or crack; is as easy to clean as a china dish.
....
quick to use. As simple to re
—Sinners All
move as cold cream.
I William Crockett and children, and | Professor: "James, correct this
CLARK GABLE
3. Economical because you use so
NOW PLAYING
' Marion Pease of Camden, Mr. and sentence: Girls is naturally better
JOAN CRAWFORD
very little each time.
“BUCK BENNY RIDES AGAIN”’
Mrs. Walter Sp?owl and son, and looking than boys'.'
4. Does not irritate healthy normal
“STRANGE CARGO”
with
Willard Pease of Williamstown. Vt. j James: 'Girls is artistically better
skin.

Miss Annie M Frost is making an
Mrs. Ralph French, Mrs. Irving
I Dobbins, Mr. and Mrs Edgar Wal- extended visit in Attleboro, Mass.
jlace of Jonesport were in Che city
Miss Eleanor Bird, has returned
Saturday to attend funeral services
to Augusta after a weekend visit |
of Mrs. Gilbert Simmons.
with her parents Mr. and Mrs.
Junior Harmony Club meets Henry B. Bird.
I Thursday at 6 30 with Miss Beverly
Mrs. Robert M McKinley, enter
| Merchant, 6 Broad street.
tained members of the Rug Club, at
Mr. and Mrs. Sumner P. Whitney, an all day session Friday at her
have taken a house in Friendship home in Union.

I
I

The First State Conference of the
The W.C.T.U. observed Child
Health Day and Mothers Day. Fri Maine Children of the American
day afternoon in the Congregatinn- Revolution will be held in Portland
al Church, by entertaining mothers May 25 at the Church of the Mcsand babies of the community to the ! ■
number of 37 accompanied by their
mothers, grandmothers or other at
tendants. Mrs Minnie A. Cross and
Mrs. Susie Lamb were hostesses as
sisted by Miss Ada Young. Mrs. Vincie Clark and Mrs. Lena Stevens.
Greetings were extended to the
guests by Mrs. Clara Emery, presi
dent of the Union, who speke brief
ly on the subject, "Best Tilings for
Our Children,” placing emphasis on
the five points: a child has a right
to be well born, to an education, to
Sumner Ward, son of Mr. and Mrs. Donald Ward, 38 Oliver street, physical wellbeing, protection from

READ

A Gracious Lady

WHAT

WOMEN

ON THEIR

SAY

OWN

about

SHE_PUTSITBACK
ON THE SCREEN!

PYROFAX

1
WITH THESE
DU PONT FINISHES

t

DUCO

COM'.QUt

PINT

attk KENT TAYLOR

J. A. JAMESON CO.

iSUTOMATICr 2 nlmderi (guaranteed Io
rnniain 100 Ibi. of Pyrofax" gai each) are
Jeliterfd to your home—one for iste—one
reserve. Automatic changeover device.
naHable for slight additional installation
charge, turns on supply ftotn reserve cylinder
a soon as cylinder in use bccomet empty.

BURPEE’S

I

2G1 M AIN ST..

ItOCKI.ANO, XlF.

745 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND. ME.

JACK BENNY and ROCHESTER

PAINTS Strand f.

Shows: Mat. 2: F.vg. S.45 and 845

LOOK

BETTER • LAST

LONGER • SAVE MONEY

< nntlnuuiis SatiiriLiv 7 lr. In l» li
SlHid.it

Mai

:i

lla)llslil

Hull-

TODAY
GEORGE BRENT
ISA MIRANDA

“ADVENTURE IN
DIAMONDS”
CASH NITE. SKifl.W

Audrey Pease was recent guest of
1 her grandparents in Portland.
j Mrs. Ida Pease was a recent caller
j at Willow Brook.
| Mrs. Nettie Perry, who suffered
Ian ill imu Tufalay. is lightly Im
proved

looking than boys."

A young woman sitting next Ber
nard Show at dinner remarked.
"What a wonderful thing is youth."
"Yes, and what a crime io waste
it.on children,' said Shaw

5. Removes hair close to skin, leav
ing skin soft, amooth, clean and
fragrant,

39<
a tube

NAIR

Al kiU4«» kkhi.il *<ll
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Happy Hope Farm

wn

Realm of
Music

Wherein the Author
Quotes Dickens and Ad
vocates “The Upper
Room" Club

UNION
Mr. Kirkpatrick who resides at
the fairground and has employment
at the quarry, was walking on the
edge Saturday when the bank gave
away, causing him to fall 35 feet
to the bottom of the quarry. He
was taken to the hospital.

Every-Other-Day
than 10 tons. The term 'Ameri
can vessel" Includes "any vessel
documented or numbered under
A Record Outfit of
What Is Expected of
the laws of the United States”; and
Young Lobsters Is Pre
Owners and Crews of
also "includes any vessel which Is
dicted by Commissioner
Yachts and Other Boats
neither documented or numbered
Greenleaf
This year, for the first time under the laws of the United
Maine
’s 1940 lobster rearing pro
many owners of yachts and similar States, nor documented under the
craft. who have regular employes ! laws of any foreign country. If its jgram wU1 *et «nderwa>' within the
as officers or crew, or for main- crew is employed solely by one or
ew days and Commissioner
tenance purposes, are filing social more citizens or residents of the Greenleaf predicts a record output
security wage reports and tax re- United States or corporations or- of "superior fourth stage youngturns under the Federal old-age' ganized under the laws of the sters As a rrew of men are Pre"
and survivors insurance system.! United States or of any State "
paring the Departments rearing staMr Kittredge, manager of the SoMr. Kittredge explained that both ,ion for operation Greenleaf said
cial Security Board's field office at the employe and hls employer are that several changes in the system
Augusta, who pointed this out, subject to the old-age and sur- were being made to conform with
stated that,a number of inquiries vlvors insurance tax which until recommendations by biologists les1943 mounts in each case to one 'he Scattergood. For the past year
from employers and employes In.----------------- — -------- ----- — — ,
this field Indicate some uncertain- 1 percent of the employe s wages, Scattergood has been making a
ty concerning recent amendments not including more than *3.000 in studV of the life and habits of the
to the Social Security Act.
wages received by an employe from lobster with especial emphasis on
Mr Kittredge explained that an>' one employer in any one year, the rearing problems.
amendments to the Social Security
It was also pointed out by Mr
A shipment of 500 seed-bearing
Act, which became effective the Kittredge that any owner or op- females was brought to Eoothbay
first of this year, extended the pro- erator of a yacht or similar craft Harbor from the Johns Bay pound
tection of this insurance system to *'ho is in doubt as to whether he Sunday morning and will be placed
include practically all types of Is required to make returns and in the hatching tanks as soon as
maritime employment not formerly pay ’he old-age insurance taxes their eggs have sufficiently ripened.
covered He said that about 125.003 -should communicate immediately Despite the cold spring the eggs
maritime employes are included with the Collector of Internal are more mature than usual acamong the more than 1.000.000 Revenue for hls district for advice cording to Greenleaf,
workers to whom this Insurance in ’he matter.
i He believes that the fourth-stagprotection was extended by the
-----------------ers produced this year will be
amendments.
j Although Ralph Bellamy, current- ' stronger and healthier than it) preFor purposes of old-age and sur- ly in "Flight Angels" for Wai t er vious seasons which will increase
vivors insurance, Mr. Kittredge Bras , rapidly is becoming the uni- their chances of. reaching maturity,
stated, the amended law covers vet sal conception of a wealthy cow- As soon as the rearing processes
} regujar employment on all Ameri- "boy thanks to hls screen roles. The are comoleted the young crustaceans
can vessels, except certain small fact is he has never been on a will be Released on known beds all
commercial fishing craft of less ranch.
along the coast.

Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
All are glad Indeed to know the
"The public reading of his own
if Gladft St. Clair Heil tad
works by Mr. Dickens at Birming Roving Reporter is again at hls
desk and has the "Black Cat" at
ham is a novel event In the history
The Augusta Symphony Orchestra chlor. Dan-; Kersttn Thorberg, of popular Instruction and recrea the head of the column again.
organized last fall has given its Swedish; Herbert Janssen. Oerman; tion. The occasion was the estab
Tlie W.C.T.U. will postpone Its
first public concert, presented by Alexander Kipnis. Russian; and Ar lishment of a new Mechanic's In meeting until May 23 on account
the Augusta Pa rent-Teacher Asso- nold Gabor, Hungarian.
County Convention which
stitute, to aid in providing the of
1 ciations. Directed by Ernest R. Hill
necessary funds for which Mr. meets Thursday in Friendship.
"Clara Schumann: A Romantic
a well-known figure in Maine muMrs. Stella Kirkpatrick of NewDickens generously offered to con
[ sical circles, the 36 players did re- Biography" by John N. Burk (Ran
tribute his services in the form of York is guest of Mrs. Lila Burrill
With the world at large torn asun- ‘1markably
well for a first perfor- dom House) is said to be one of these readings.
and Mrs. Ethel Oriffin
1
der by war. Memorial Day offers the tnance. and displayed promise for the finest musical biographies of re
"The Christmas Carol and the
Wallace Griffin who has been
people of America an opportunity to j smj greater accomplishment for the cent years. The author, who is
Cricket on the Hearth were the occupying Carl Newbert's house has
show those ideals which will help future. The ‘big’ number was program annotator for the Boston
works selected on two nights, the moved to the Henry Burns place.
Symphony Symphony Orchestra. Iras gone to
make the United States fireproof Haydn’s
"Surprise
former being repeated on a third
against the conflagration which [ (Adagio. Andante. Minuet and Al- original documents—diaries, letters
Frank C. Creighton
night, when the audience consisted
threatens to consume the world.
legretto), an ambitious undertaking and memoirs—for hls sources and
Funeral services for Frank C.
of operatives and their families. On
For the last three years the world for a new organization composed of has refrained from presenting his each occasion 2.000 persons wereI Creighton were held at the Metho
has been getting closer and closer to amateur musicians, but Mr. Hill be- material in Actionized or drania- present, and the attention of the J dist Church Wednesday when a
the verge of complete international lieves hard work can accomplish ’ized form, which is so popular with crowded audience was riveted by the j large number of relatives and
chaos. Japan started the ball go- 1 wonders, and for that very reason biographers nowadays. It seems, speaker. To read »a work
-w.w already friends gathered to pay their last
lng with its invasion of China. Then 1 the "Surprise Symphony” went ex- It ts written, too. in such a way that fanilUar to* a "large“portion “of' the respecls
one wh0 had Uved hU
life among them. Mr. Creighton
Austria was forced to surrender its 1 tremely well Other selections were the characters move forward natpublic was a severe trial, but the'
was of a very quiet nature, never
independence to Hitler and Ger-' Swedish Festival March;* Mile, orally and with convincing reality,
good elocution, dramatic skill and
many; Italy seized Abyssinia and Modiste by Victor Herbert: Valse so that Clara and Robert Schumann hearty feeling of the author gave mingled with the world very much,
absorbed Albania. Communism and .Triste, and Finlandia, by Sibelius. and their circle of distinguished full effect to the delivery of the but will be missed by all for his
pleasant cheerful greeting.
Fascism fought for control of Spain 'The orchestra is starting off with friends come forth as breathing hustories. The experiment was alto
He leaves hls widow Agnes
with Italian and Gentian forces | violins, cellos, violas, clarinets, flutes, man beings, with the "nobility,
gether successful, although few au (Green) Creighton and a brother
the winners. Czechoslovakia was double basses, trumpets, trombones, frailty and irreconciliable contradlc- thors could attempt it with the
living in Massachusetts. Seldom is
stripped of its independence at a French horns, bassoon, drums, and Ilona that are found in life itself." same advantages as Mr. Dickens."
seen such a beautiful floral displa)
conference table, forced to lay down tympani as its instiumentation. It There is little description of Robert
• • • •
from relatives and friends. Rev.
to German autocracy when threathoped that this organization will Schumann's music, but as a man he
"I watched the arrivals." says an
Leo
Ross officiated. Burial was in
ened with the brutal destruction grow to the proportions the Bangor has seldom received a more sym- enthusiastic lover of nature, speak
which Hitler visited upon poor Po- symphony Orchestra lias attained, pathetic portrayal Famous figures ing of the spring visitors, "by every j Union cemetery.
land. Tiny Finland made a noble both in the number of musicians such as Liszt, Mendelssohn. Chopin, soft south wind. I thought I recog- j Eastern Star Anniversary
and gallant but futile stand against and |n accomplishment.
j von Bulow, Berlioz and Joachim ap- nized many a constant pair of old
Charter members of Orient Chapthe Russian bear.
|
• • • •
pear in the pages when it tells of birds, who had been to me like fel ter. O.ES. will be honored at the
Civilization was still mourning
j have turned again to the April marvelous musical evenings in the low lodgers the previous summer; 45th anniversary observance of the
this
atrocity
when Germany Overtones to Quote from an article Schumann home,where some of the and I detected the loud, gay carous chapter Friday. The major feature
reached out to grab off the natural telling of a luncheon symposium on masterpieces that we now revere al song of many a riotous new-) of the ceremonies will be the readresources of Denmark and Norway, the topic "The Arts and America ' were heardI°r ’he first time.
comer. These were stirring times ing of the history of the chapter
I in the woods. The robin was al- from the time of its institution
This Is no time for Americans to recently held at the Hotel Astor un
J ,1 a v- »»zsiz»a»" ie ready hard at work on his mud May 17. 189o to the present, prebury their heads in the sand of der Town Hall sponsorship, with ,ith fho • • rw 1...111 /-»rv _<4z\l
with the "million-dollar
voice", is foundations, while many of hls I»ared by Ute worthy matron, Mrs
pacifism. The major powers of Mile Eva Curie as the principal
making Victor records, two of which
| neighbors were yet looking about. Gladys Cramer
Europe are engaged in a struggle for guest, others being Agna Enters,
have already appeared and have
Charter members are Charles
survival. The outcome will deter- Paul Robeson, Dorothy Thompson,
and bothering their heads among
been received as ecstatically as her
mine whether or not world affairs Fillmore Hyde. Maurice Hindus,
the inconvenient forks or “crotches.” Lucas. Mrs. Euda Lermond. Charles
"The sagacious old wood pecker Lermond, Mrs Ada Lucas and Fred
are to be dominated by the totali- Channing Pollock < toastmaster i and soldout concerts. And to crown the
tarian principles which inspire the Randall Thompson (director of the Tnos: ’hnlling 'ear of her life, she
around visiting the hoi- Lucas, all of this town and Mrs
has
been
selected
by
unanimous
low trees, peeping into the knot Clara Fullen of Camden. Mrs
Rome-Moscow-Berlin alliance. De- Curtis Institute of Music.) Dr.
spite the skeptics who scoff at the Thompsons contribution to the af- vote as the winner for 1940 of The holes; dropping in to inspect the L*ura Starrett of Warren, now a
suggestion world democracy Is at fair was an outline of what corn- Town Hall Endowment Series accommodations, and then putting member of Ivy Chapter. O.E.S of
stake. Hitler. Stalin and Mussolini posers have to be thankful for. in- Awat*d. The Town Hall Committee, his head out to consider the pros Warren, of which she has been sec
frankly boast of ambitions to humble formative and thoughtful material Walter M Naumburg. chairman,
&nd
whUe perhaps retary for some years, is also a char
makes
this
award
each
season
to
every nation that respects the indi- for students, whether looking ahead
not a word was said to a modest ter members of Orient Chapter.
vidual liberties of its people.
1 hopefully or fearfully and composers the artist under 30 years of age little blue bird that stood by and Life members are Ethel Cummings,
Memorial Day reminds us of whether riding on the crest of the whom the New York critics and the had been expecting to take the Charles Lucas. Mr and Mrs Charles
‘ Lermond, Mrs. Clara Pullen and
America s rise lo its position of a wave Or in the trough. Here are Dr committee consider to have given premises.
i the outstanding performance of the
Mrs. Lydia Layr
world power after our unity, as a Thompson's 14 points:
Present officers are: Matron,
pecple. was established tn the war
j In ,he United states are the year at Town Hall. Go in to the
"We believe it is Sir Walter Scott
between the States. This unity re- finest soloists, the finest ensembles. Maln’* M"slc ConiP"ny and h%v- who used to tell a story of a woman' Mrs. Cramer; worthy patron. CUnceived Its first test in the war with the flnes. orchestras in the worid- Mr. Ftckett play Miss Maynor's he met somewhere in the lowlands
Cramer: as»ociate matron. Mrs
j records for you,
of Scotland, who. in summing up Christine Barker; associate patron,
Fyain, and our victory gave notice They want American music
to the world that America was firmly | 2 United States coUeges and'
the misfortunes of a black year' In Kd«ar Barker; secretary, (Mrs. Mary
Barker: treasurer, Mrs. Grace Wil
her history, said:
entrenched as a major power in musjc schools offer as fine instruc- STONINGTON
world affairs and that the people o. yon jn rausjc as can
had any- | Mrs. Hattie M. Bray of North
"Let me see. sir—first we lost our liams; conductress. Mrs. Luella
associate conductress.
America were united in support of where. They have performed quan- j Haven was a recent visitor at the wee bairn; and then Jenny; and
American principles.
1 titles of American music and want home of her sister Mrs Ida Stin- then the good man himself' dled;!^*ri Esther Moody, chaplain. Mrs.
In 1017-1918 our unity as a people more
son
and then the cow died, two-poor j Mlnnie Mathews, marshal, Mrs. Avis
I.,_ « . . .
.
. ..
nroortief
A/rc
feVaMl
Ethel
again gave our country the neces3 In .he United States, music is
Dorothy Hutchinson is employed i hjzz>~but' ,o be sure- her hide
Creighton;
Adah.
Mrs.
Pearl
sary strength to beccme the deciding Uugb( )n nMrly ftU
and #t
home Q, K>Ue Jones
bhought me 15 shillings!"
Athearn;
Ruth.
Mrs
Linnlbel
^“thU eunem “‘Sis’lhlch con- Kh00‘
ti10rU“’ an“ °rCh“’
Mr. und Mrs. Wfiliam Jones have
Where do you suppose these ex Sprowl; Esther. \lrs. Dorothy Hilt;
In this current cr.sis wnten con ,rgs wgn| AwtrScan music
(Dji.c fiom Mrs. Nettie Knowlton s j tracts were taken from? From an Martha. Mrs. Ruth Pease; Electa,
fronts the United States we must
4 Music camps and summtr house to Jack's Corner.
old bound book of Harper s New ( Mrs Helen Oordon; warder. Mrs.
keep ourselves aware of the principle j s,hoois'waRt A'me^an music
Mrs. Eva Hutchinson has returned Monthly Magazines It gives us a Gladys Beane; sentinel, Beverly
that unity Is our first line of na- , 5. The United States has a mutiona! defense. If every American
pr„£. ,he largest jn thp WQr,d from Walpole. Mass.
glimpse of Charles Dickens, giving Burns
In charge of arrangements for
wiU make continued resistance _
w#n>s (o pubh&h
Crocketts dry goods store is being his time and eloquence for the
against Communist, Nazi and Fascist music
cause of the laboring folk; It pre Friday night are Mrs. Estella Han
remodeled.
nan, (Mrs. Carrie Ames, Mrs. Car
propaganda It will help keep us im
6 Dancers and ballet companies
Mrs. Freda Gott is Improving sents a picture of Spring written
mune against the poison of disrup want American music written for, after recent illness,
j by a nature lover whose earthly clay olyn Williams and Mrs Lina Bur____
__
__ _ of old kett.
tion. Scorn the sap who tries to
sleeps__In some church
yard
them.
Martin Billings is in a Bangor
make you believe life under Stalin,
England This book of magazines
7. Many organizations, such as haspital as result of a bad fall.
ils lull of many interesting articles FRIENDSHIP
Hitler and Company Is one con- thf „ A£ M gnd
MTJJ A #re
Frances Tracy is employed at the and
and [hey
CQn.
tbiued round of prosperity and
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Hutchins.
working constantly for the better home of Mrs Melvin Stinson.
dMnning the government in those Miss Eleanor Lash. Robert Lash,
pleasure.
ment of American music.
Mr. and Mrs. Nathan Eaton of I days. Just as they do now.
Laugh at the wise guy who argues
Harold Lash and Llewellyn Oliver
8. In the United States, there
Mountainville were recent guests of i have a proposal to make to all made a trip Saturday to Portland
that Hitlerism Is an escape from
are more societies and foundations Mrs. Nora Eaton.
I who are dally readers of "The Uphard times and unemployment!
Mrs. Lizzie Weaver who spent
giving more in scholarships, grants,
Stick to the only ism that we know
Mrs.
Luella
Joyce
has
returned
to
P«r
Room."
Can't
we
form
a
club
several
weeks with her sister. Mrs.
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FORD GIVES YOU MORE SPACE AT THIS IMPORTANT
COMFORT-POINT THAN ANY OTHER CAR AT ITS PRICEI

T

TNTIL you see and drive it yourself,

V-l POWER PIUS TOP ECONOMYI Proved when

it’s hard to believe a low-price car

an 85 h.p. Ford V-8 gave more miles per gal
lon than any standard-equipped ’’6" in this
year’s official, impartial Gilmore-Yosemite
economy run! Also ... Ford owners report
no oil added between regular changes!

could look or feel or act as big as this

1940 Ford! That’s why we urge every one
who’s buying a new car to try this one

before he chooses. It’s different from
other cars you’ve known at the price ...

10NGEST SPRINGBASE of any low-price car
for 1940!

and different in tbe things that count! Take
it from thousands of delighted owners
. . . there never was a low-price car like

this one! Come in today and see for

y ourself what’s what for 1940! See a Ford
Dealer and save money!

Your Ford Doaler wants your deal. Soo him today!

THE RIDE OF THE YEAR! Soft, safe, quiet and
exceptionally easy on tire wear!

FINGER-TIP GEARSHIFT ON STEERING POST. On all
models, no extra charge. Positive, easy-acting
type not dependent upon engine.

BIGGEST HYDRAULIC BRAKES in any low-price
car. Plus the only semi-centrifugal clutch
and jull Torque-Tube Drive at low price!
NEW FRONT WINDOW VENTILATION CONTROL! Tilts
air downward, away from faces and necks
of passengers!

EXTRA EQUIPMENT, NO EXTRA COST! See how
much more you get, included in the deliv
ered price of every new Ford car!
” AND COSTS NO MORE TO RUN!

WALDOBORO GARAGE CO.
ROCKLAND, MAINE
TELEPHONE 475

WALDOBORO, MAINE
TELEPHONE 61

SH VOUII *0*0 DtAlfl n*$T FOI LOW-COST FINANCING

